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CHAP!'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Successful management of a species must be based upon a thorough 
knowledge of the life processes of that species, physiological, genetic 
and environmental alike. So seldom is this general requisite met in 
the every-dlcy' practice of wildlife management that the significance of 
the truism often is not seen. Acquisition of the knowledge by which 
management is implemented is the realm of the researcher, regardless of 
title, and it is the step by step, piece by piece accumulation of basic 
data by these individuals which is eventually synthesized and projected 
into a management program commensurate with the needs of a given species. 
The present study was initiated in 1957 as a result of the concern 
by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service and certain state con­
servation agencies for an apparent decline tn population numbers of 
small Canada geese censused during the fall migration at two important 
wildlife refuges in the Central Flyway. By 1956� the numbers of Canada 
geese observed at these two formerly important stopping-over places had 
dropped to such a low level that it was feared that a segment of the 
Branta canadensis complex was in danger of near ·extinction. 
The purpose of this study was: to determine the present status 
and trend of the migrating and wintering population of small white­
cheeked geese in the south central United States; to determine the 
major routes traveled in migration; and to investigate the kinds and 
extent of attrition among the small white-cheeked geese during their 
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residence in the sou.th central United States. Inexorably, another, even 
more.basic. su.bject became a necessary and signifieant part of the in­
vestigation. This was clarification of the specie's description and it's 
relationship to the variation in the species complex observed in the 
study area. 
Field study was conducted primarily in Oklahoma and Texas du.ring 
the periods of migration and wintering for Canada geese from the fall of 
1957 through the spring of 1960. Du.ring the intervals between the 
migration and wintering periods. visits were made to other areas in the 
Central Flyway having a history of use by Canada geese, and to mu.sewns 
having collections of Canada geese. 
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CHAPrER II 
DESCRIPI'ION OF THE STUDY AREA 
It is axiomatic that a study must have a point of focus. In this 
study the focus is on that segment of the Branta canad.ensis complex 
referred to as the small white-cheeked (Canada) geese. It follows log-
0 ·ically that a field study involving these geese must be conducted in an
area which they use, that is, small white-cheeked goose habitat. Thus
the boundries of this study area are not based on a random or arbitrary
decision by the author, but rather are a consequence of the observed
natural distribution of this particular group of geese in the south cen­
tral United States. This distribution is correlated with the land areas
characterized by the growth of perennial grasses, i.e., the grasslands
or mid-continent prairies.
General D1escr±ption 
The study area is framed within the political boundaries of Okla­
homa and Texas in the south-central United States. The majority of the 
research was conducted at the Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge, Jet, 
Alfalfa County, Oklahoma; Tishomingo National Wildlife Refuge, Tishomingo, 
Johnston County, Oklahoma; Hagerman National Wildlife Refuge, Denison, 
Grayson County, Texas; Aransas National Wildlife Refuge, Austwell, 
Aransas County, Texas; Laguna Atascosa National Wildlife Refuge, San 
Benito, Cameron County, Texas; Muleshoe National Wildlife Refuge, Mule­
shoe, Bailey County, Texas; and the Waggoner Ranch, Vernon, Wilbarger 
County, Texas. In addition, visits were made to the Buffalo Lake 
3 
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National Wildlife Refuge, Umbarger, Randall County, Texas; the Two 
Buttes Reservoir, Springfield, Baca County, Colorado; Swan Lake National 
Wildlife Refuge, Sumner, Chariton County, Missouri; �uivera National 
Wildlife Refuge, Stafford, Stafford County, Kansas; Kirwin National 
Wildlife Refuge, Kirwin, Phillips County, Kansas; Lake Andes National 
Wildlife Refuge, Lake Andes, Charles Mix County, South Dakota; and Sand 
Lake National Wildlife Refuge, Columbia, Brown County, South Dakota, 
(Fig. 1). With the exception of Missouri, these states are all within 
the natural boundaries of the Central Flyway as proposed by Lincoln 
(1935, 1950) and the administrative boundaries established therefrom 
by the U. ·S •. Fish and Wildlife Service (Fig. 1). 
Physiography 
As used here physiography includes topography, in the geologic 
sense of non-biological features of land relief, in addition to the 
relatively stable biological features which, combined with topography, 
provide the total aspect of an area. 
The land relief of the study area has a rather regular, south­
easterly oriented decrease in elevation from nearly 5,000 feet in the 
Panhandle of Oklahoma and Texas to sea level along the Texas coast 
(Marschner, 1936). The rate of this southeasterly slope in Texas is 
about five to six feet per mile (Bonnen, 1960), and would appear to 
be approximately the same in Oklahoma. Drainage of the major trib­
utaries in the two states is approximately in this same southeasterly' 
direction (Marschner, 1936, and Bonnen, 1960). The physiography of 
the study area varies from the flat "high plains" or "Llano Estacado" 
in the far western and northwestern Texas Panhandle (Carter, 1931) 
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Figure lo The central United States 9 21how!ng the location of the study all"ea, stations visited,
and the adminlstr11thie boundaries of the Central flywa:r.o Distribution of the 111ajor 
grasshnd associations is according to Shanh and Zon (1924). 
and extending into the Oklahoma Panhandle (Gr91' and Gallow81', 1959), 
(•short gras�-high plains of Duck and Fletcher, .ca.. 1944), through the 
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nearly flat to WJ.d\llating ''rolling plains" of northwestern Texas (Carter, 
1931) and "rolling red plains" and •reddish prairies" of western Okla­
homa (Gray and Galloway, 1959) to the sometimes high, broken, and 
dissected 11 grand. prairiee 11 of south-central. Oklahoma· and: north.�cent,.ral: 
Texas (Carter, 1931; and Gray and Galloway, 1959), the open, rolling 
11black prairie" of southeastern Texas (Carter, 1931 and Tharp, 1952) to 
the flat or slightly undulating "gulf coast prairie", Carter, (1931). 
The prairies are separated by broken and hilly areas su.pporting a black­
jack and post-oak woodland or "cross timbers" (Carter 1931, Gray and 
Galloway 1959. Du.ck and Fletcher 2!.• 1944). 
Climate 
Oklahoma and Texas lie within the temperate zone and the climate 
is essentially one of moderate temperatures and precipitation. Nonethe­
less, average summer temperatures (June-August) vary from 75° to 8o°F.
over Oklahoma and the Panhandle and western third of Texas to ao°F. to 
90°F. over the remainder of Texas to the coast (Kincer, 1928). During 
the summer daily maximwn may exceed 100°F. The average winter tempera­
ture (December-February) varies from 30Q to 3..5°1. in the Panhaadle of 
Oklahoma, 35° to 400J'. through. the northern two-thirds of Oklahoma and 
the Panhandle of Texas, 400 to 4S°F. through the southern one-third of 
Oklahoma and northern one-fourth to one-third of Texas, 4.5° to 5o°F;
east to west through the central portion of Texas, .50° to 5.5°1. in a 
belt extending about 200 miles inland from the Texas coast and west­
ward to the Rio Grande River, and .5.5° to 6o"F. from Galveston :Say 
sou.th to the Lower Rio Grande Valle7 and west. to the Rio Grande River 
(Kil).eer, 19.28). Winter temperatures in the Lower Rio Grande Valle;r av­
erage 600 to 6501. (Kincer, 1928). Dail.Ji minimwn temperatures may r�e 
from -100 to +20°F. in the northern .and northwestern part of the stwty 
area to +2001. along the sou.them Texas coast. The average dail.7 range 
in temperature is least along the Texas coast• being 12° to 1.5°:rr. in the 
s.»ner and about 21 °F. in the winter and. is greatest in the northwestern 
. " 
part of the i3�u.d.1' area, being 27° to .30GF •. in the summer and 27° to :33•1. 
in the winter (Kincer, 1928). In October the average monthly tempera­
ture is about 20°1. gx:eater in each of the areas given in the winter 
period allove and in :November the average monthl.7 temperature is about 
10°1. greater (Kincer, 1928). . 
: I 
Preetpitatton varies from an annual aver,age of fifteen to twenty 
in.ches in.· the far western and northwestern. portion of the study area 
to about fifty inches.on the upper coast of Texas • .  The isohl'ets of 
annual average rainfall lie in approximately north.-SCi>u.th oriented belt s
1':ith a alight sou.th.ea.st tendeney sou.th of central Texas (Xlncer, 1922). 
. . • 
' . i 
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Within the s�udy_ar.ea, the average fall precipitation (September-November) 
varies fr.om about two inches in the far northwest to a.boat fourteen 
inches alo_;ng the 11pper Texas coast� Normally,, September and October 
provide over e16thty per cent of. the precipitation in this peri9d •. 
!he aTerage winter precipitation (Deeember-February) varies from one: . . ·: . . .. . . . .; � . . . . . . . . . ,·. 
inch in the fa:,.o west and northwes.t to abou.t _twelve inches on the 11pper 
In the w:tnter,_snowfall is com11l(!)n and 
'· . i :  .. . 
will a.Tere,;e ten to tw�l!l:by inches in t.h.e no.rt:q.ern part of the .stu.41' .· . , ' . . 
area, )at• i.s rare and will aver86e. le&ss .t� one inch :from ,central 
'Bexas sou.th an<l alo� the coa.st (1'1.ncer• 1.922) .• 
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Vegetation 
The dominant vegetation of the study area is formed of the peren­
nial grasses which characterize the immense interior land area lying 
between the eastern and western forests and extending from Canad.a to 
Mexico (Shantz and Zon, 1924). Attempts to provide a descriptive nomen 
for this vast area have resulted in many different designations, depend­
ing u.pon the natural phenomena emphasized by the author. Perhaps the 
most familiar are 11 Grassland Vegetation11 • Shantz and Zon (1924), the 
"Grassland Climax11 (Weaver and Clements, 1938), 11Grassland Formation" 
(Weaver and Clements, 1938), 11 Stipa-Antilocapra :Biotic Formation (J3iome)" 
(Clements and Shelford, 1939), "Grassland Biome 11 (Carpehter, 1940), and 
"Grassland Biotic-Community" (Pitelka, 1941). In the present study this 
area, characterized by perennial grasses, will be referred to as the 
grassland biome, emphasizing the dominant biological features and at the 
same time recognizing the influencing role of the integrated biotic 
community. 
The portion of the study area in the grassland biome is subdivided 
into areas of tall-grass, short-grass, and mesquite and desert grass 
savanna as illustrated by Shantz and Zon (1924)0 These subdivisions 
will be referred to as associations, namely, the regional climax commu� 
nities as discussed by Weaver and Clements (1938). Further subdivision 
classifications (Blair and Hubbell, 1938), (Dice t 1943), (Bruner, 1931), 
(Duck and Fletcher,�· 1944), (Tharp, 19.52) add little to the recogni­
tion of major associations and, except for Duck and Fletcher, (a. 1944), 
and Tharp, (1952) nothing to the understanding of small Canada goose 
distribution in the south central United States. 
The majority of the grasslands of the central United States have 
long been converted to agricultural uses (Shantz and Zon, 1924; !onnen, 
1960). At the present, therefore, the distribution of small white­
cheeked geese is more properly' related to present land ase than to the 
natural vegetation. In Oklahoma and northern and western Texas, it is 
the land area ievoted to grain sorghum, winter wheat, and to a lesser 
extent grazed pasture that provides habitat for the Canada geese. On 
the Texas coast� goose habitat is provided by grain sorghum, rice and 
qoastal pasture land, often !ermuda grass. 
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CHAPTER III 
SPECIES DESCRIPI'ION 
Systematics (AOU, 1931, 1945, 194?, 1949) 
:Sranta canadensis (Linnaeus) 
:Sranta canadensis �ruiadensis (Linnaeus) 1758 
Branta canadensis hutehinsii (Richardson) 1831 
:Sranta eanadensis leueo:pareia (:Brandt) 1836 
Brruita cyadensis :qarvipes ( Caesin) 18.5? 
Branta eanadensis oecidentalis (:Baird) 1858 
:Bran.ta canaden§is minima (Ridgeway) 188.5 
:Branta ca.nadensis interior '1'odd 1953 
:Bran.ta canaderisis mof:f'itti A.ldrich 1956 
General Characteristics 
So familiar to North Americans is the Canada goose and so often 
has this species been described that another involved listing of 
characteristics does not seem warranted. In general, a represent­
ative of the species Branta eanadensis is characterized by a relatively 
long, black neck, a black head. with white cheek patches, a gray to 
brown body, white tail coverts, black rump, blackish-brown flight and 
tail feathers, and black bill, legs, and feet. Those desiring a 
modern and complete description of the species may refer to the recent 
treatment by Delaeour ( 19.54) • 
10 
Less generally well-known is the remarkable variation in color, 
size, and proportions found among representatives of this species. 
Included within the general description are taxa ranging in eolor_from 
pale gra:r to :nearly chocolate brown and in weight from less than three 
pounds to more than nineteen pounds. Delaeour (19S4) has pointed out 
that found within this species are both the largest and the smallest 
of all geese. There are minor plumage variations such as a white 
collar at the base of the black neck, white feathering on the forehead, 
and. black band separating the white cheek patches, which are of un-
known importance in the present classification, but do show regional 
differenees in frequ.eney (Delaco ur, 19.$4; Marquardt, 1961 a.). 
Distribution (Delacour, 1954) 
"Canada Geese occaP7 the Nearctie Region, breeding from the Arctic 
tundra sou.th to the northern parts of eastern California, Nevada, Utah, 
Colorado, Soath Dakota, Nebraska, Indiana, east to the Gulf of St. Law-
11 
.ranee and Newfoundland. They trespass into Asia on the Commander 
itho'fJ&h probably not "breeding (Johansen, 1961ij and Kurile J.known breed­
ing in 1896 on Ushishir and llkarma (Stenjneger, 1899ij Islands, and aiso 
occasionally nest in western Greenland. Their breeding range no doubt 
extended farther soath formerly, before settlement destroyed the local 
populations, probably to New Mexico, northern Kansas, northwestern 
Arkansas, western Tennessee and North Carolina, a vast zone in which 
pairs may still exceptionally be found nesting; bat it is difficult now 
to ascertain whether they are genuin�ly wild or re-introduced birds. 
They winter from British. Columbia, Wyoming, Soo.th Dakota. sou.them 
Wisconsin, Ohio, southern Ont-ario, Maine and Nova Scotia, sou.th to 
Mexico Liouth to Vera Cruz (AOU, 1957)]', the Gu.l.f Ooast States aad 
12 
Florida. L-•...• in winter to Honshu., northern :Baja California, •• ,. (AOU • 
19571/• .Aceid.ental elsewhere (Hawaii, Bermuda, Jamaica, etc)•" L7 •.• the 
:Bah.ama Islan�s (Andros and New Providence). (AOU, 19571/. 
The systematics of a species is not alwavs simple of description 
and in the case of the Canada geese the extensive range, variability in 
size and plwnage color, and nwnerou.s ecologic situations wherein seg­
ments of the species popu.lation are found during the seasons of the 
annual cycle presently preclwies a classification acceptable to all 
authorities. Use of the classification proposed 'bl the American Ornithol­
ogists• Union (1931, 1945, 1947, 1949) does not mean that it is with.oat 
error or that it cannot be improved. Its use does mean that it is 
believed to contain fewer faults than other existing classifications, 
including the new revision (A.o.u., 195'7) and that its system can be 
more successfu.lly defended. 
\ 
CHAPTER IV 
METHODS AND TECHNI�UES 
As the study in any particular field progresses, so must the 
techniques by which it is implemented. In some instances the advances 
may be in the form of innovations; in others they may represent only 
refinements of well-established techniques which increase efficiency 
under the conditions encountered. For the most part, methods and 
techniques discussed in this study are included in the latter category. 
Trapping 
The methods of trapping geese are extremely varied and, depending 
upon the season of the year, range from drive traps for flightless 
young and adults (Cooch, 1953, 1955) (Scott and Fisher, 1954) to walk­
in or decoy traps (Hanson, 1949) (Ryder, 1955) and most recently, to 
projectile or rocket-net traps (Dill and Thornsberry, 1950), (Scott and 
Fisher, 1954) (Miller, 1957). A general discussion of the most common 
methods and equipment u.sed is provided in the U'. s. Fish and Wildlife 
Service manual, Guide to Waterfowl ]anding (Patu:x:ent Research Refuge, 
1956). 
At the present time, the projectile-net is the most popular type 
of goose trapping equipment used in the Central Flyway. It has the 
advantage of portability, relatively low maintenance costs, and, in 
the Central Flyway, appears to be more efficient than walk-in type traps. 
During the first year of this study, a walk-in trap was tried at 
13 
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Tisho�in.go National Wildlife Refuge, but geese could not be indllCed to 
enter the trap. At the same time little success was experienced with 
the Dill-t7Pe projectile-net equipment then available to the studT. The 
difficulties experienced were traceable, in pa.rt, to the black powder 
�ropellant used, the weight of the treated cotton nets, an4 the dete-
ior�tion of the cannon bores_ as a result of incomplete removal of the 
black powder residu.e following eembustion in previous ;vea.rs of use. 
Accordingly', prior to the second season of field work a Dill�t�e 
cannon modified for the u.se of smoke_l�ss pow.er was constructed. In 
··' ' 
addition a modification of the Miller projectile assembly (originally
designed for smokeless powder) was also constructed. Lightweight nets
were fabricated from discarded 2} in. mesh D.7lon gill-netting (No. 6
cord.) which reduced. both weight and. air resistance (Ma.rqwi.rdt 1960,
i961 b.) • These vmits, proved su.peri,or to tp.e equipment u.sed dvirig
the 1957-1958 season. rNo less important is the matter of enticing
,_ . . I . . . . .· 
geese into a position where the;v can ,be trapped. Experience in this 
studT indicates that geese can be conditioned to a food. 9.pbo_l and 
thereby directed. into areas most convenient for the trapping opera;_ . 
tion. During the first two seasori.,s o:f_ study it became Qbvioas that 
the placing of the bait in an area suitable for trapping -an.d then 
-.·. ·. . ., . i" . -. • 
waiting for birds to find and become aceu.stomed to the bait often 
resulted in long periods of frustrating idleness. During. the l�st stwl;r 
season. a system of, bait site conditio;lling was undertaken prior to and 
r � .. - ·-. , 
. 
\ 
. 
during the active trapping program. LJ'his was achieved by placing grain 
. -
in limite_d amounts in the fi�lds ),:hiep. geese regularly used, but which 
fields wer�' te>o close to human activities to be sutable for a, 'trapping' 
program. Here_ the grain was :Plfl()�d .in_ two strips approximately eighieen 
inches wide, one inch deep, and 6o to 80 feet long. When geese began 
tt.sing these grain strips regularl.J, a.sua.ll.J within two or three d91"S 
from first baiting, the strips were shifted from area to area within a 
field and from field to field. This baiting was usually done in the 
late evenings so that grain was present onl.J for a short period of time 
in the early mornings. In time it appeared that some flocks of geese 
activel.J searched for the identifying strips of grain bait. Ultimatel.J 
the baited strips were moved into the field where active trapping was 
··: 
· planned and geese immediatel.J began u.sing the fiel��_f During the suc-
ceeding month, more than 500 were trapped at approximatel.J one week 
intervals in this field. :Baiting was continu.ed throughout the in-
tervals 'between actual trapping and geese were still visiting the trap 
site when. trapping was suspended. �11 captures were made during the 
early morning hours which provided ad.equate time for banding and color-
marking and in addition gave the birds time to dress their plumage and 
re-establish flock conta� A summary of trapping activities in Okla­
homa during this study is presented in Table 1. In addition, in 1957-
19;8, 54 geese were banded under the direction of Claude F. Lard, 
refuge manager, Aransas National Wildlife Refuge, and the au.thor as­
sisted Donald Xriebe, Milton Boone, and Charles Boynton in trapping 
161 geese at the Waggoner Ranch, Jernon, Texas. In the 1958-1959 
season, the author again assisted in trapping 726 geese at the Waggoner 
Raneh. In the 19!59-1960 season the au.thor helped Jack Grieb, Micheal 
15 
Sheldon and. others trap appr.oximatel7 4oo geese at Two Bu.ttes Reservoir, 
Colorado. 
Table l. Summary of Goose 'l'rapping Activities in Oklahoma. 
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Canada Geese Trapped and :Banded 
Year Area Large Geese Small Geese 
1957-1958 Salt Plains 1 26 
Tishomingo 15 ('.) 
19.58--19.59 Salt Plains .0 136. 
Tishomingo 35 40 
1959-1960 Salt Plains :; 545 
Tishol)lingo 0 2 (trap site 
inn undated) 
Total 54 749 
Banding and Color-marking 
The method of handling the geese following a capture differs among 
opel'atorsde:pending on the characteristics of the trap site, size.oi'the 
banding crew. data desired, facilities available, and discretion of the 
operator in charge. :Because of the infinite variations encountered in the 
time and place of goose captures, no rigid set of standards can be proposed 
for the correct handling of captured geese. However, two points do seem 
important enough to merit special consideration. In discussing the hand-
" ling of captured pink=fooilied geese, Anser brac!wrhrn,ehu.s ::Baillci>n, in 
Scotland, Scott and, Fisher (1954) emphasized the importance of maintaining 
the fa.mii, and flock unity. This is important not only from the stand­
point of the increased vulnerability of broken families (Hanson and Smith, 
1950), but also because of the possible effect on the discreteness of 
established gene pools. The other point is that ev,ry effort should be 
made to insure that the individu.al bird, upon release, has a reasonable 
chance of survival. To maintain flock and family unity, Scott and Fisher 
(1954) removed the geese from the net to compartmentalized "keeping-cages" 
to be held until all individuals could be processed and released at the 
same timeo ·At Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge birds from each cap-
ture were released together on the margin of the Salt Plains Reservoir. 
Du.ring the course of trapping in the third year at Salt Plains, the 
birds were released on a fenced display pond. The enclosed pond offered 
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protection from most predators and here the geese injured in the trapping 
operation or su.ffering from gunshot wounds could recuperate until such 
time as they were able to take wing. 
�The small gees�rapped were banded with No. '7b aluminum leg bands 
"'--' 
and the large geese with No. 8 aluminum leg bandso All bands were fur-
nished by the u. s. Fish and Wildlife Service and records of date of 
capture, number banded, sex and age of the individual and whether the 
individual was color-marked were sent to the :Bird Banding Office, 
Patuxent Research Center. 
The color-mark used du.ring this stwiy varied as experience in­
dicated necessary changes. During the 19.57-1958 season a 11 necktie11
fabricated from either 3/8 in. or l/2 in. plasticized polyvinyl chloride 
tape was placed abou.t the neck of the goose and. secured with a 11 Jesse11
of falconer 9s knot. The area of banding was identified by whether the 
band had a single or double tail and sexes were identified by separate 
colors. Banding stations were identified by a code punched i:nto the 
pendant tail of the tie. This material and marker was first used and 
described by Craighead and Stockstead (1956 a). During the succeeding 
two ; tears of field work, this marker was modified. by adding a lace-
through collar of heav.t plastic upholstery material. Three basic colors 
were used, orange, red, and green for both ties and collars. Use of 
the collars allowed. for nine combinations or codes to identify individ-
ual banding stations. Table 2 provides a summary of the types of 
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markers and c9lqrs used and the numbers marked during the study. A form 
to provide for the Wl.iform reporting of color-marked geese was designed, 
printed, and distributed to the Regional Office, refuges, and game manage­
ment agents in Region 2 of the u. S o Fish and Wildlife Service. The 
Region 3 office and refuges were also notified of the color-marking pro­
gram and reports on observations requested. Reports obtained from 
observers of color-marked birds ranged from satisfactory to unusable. 
When combinations of col�rs were used, reports would often include only 
one color, usually that of the tie. The number of tails on the tie were 
seldom reported. There was occasionally failure to distinguish between 
orange and red, particularly in the field, but also when the bird was 
in the hand. Not all problems encountered in the color-marking program, 
however, were reducible to observer reliability. Some color combina­
tions were not easily distinguished unless the observer was wholly 
congnizant of the colors used. The collars used during the latter two 
years of field work were more susceptible to tearing and loss than were 
the ties, consequently the distinguishing code was sometimes lost. Occa­
sionally, the impact of a lead shot through the tail of a tie would cause 
the material to shatter and thereby create a situation in which the code 
would be misidentified. 
On the whole, the color-marking tended to add little to the migra­
tion data obtained from band returns. However, in the ease of this 
short-term study the quantity of reference data was more than tripled. 
The color-markers appeared to have no observable effect 9 either physically 
or psychologically, on the geese after the first day or two following 
ban.dingo Several geese which have carried these neck markers for periods 
ranging from one week to slightly more than one year have been examined 
and no damage to the skin or feathers of the neck has been observedo 
One report was received from the vicinity of Salt Plains in which a 
hunter shot a color-marked goose on which a large (reported 3 1/2 in.) 
ball of ice had formed on a tie end. From the Waggoner Ranch came a 
;report of three geese found strangled by large packs of grass lodged in 
the esophagus a'bove the collar and tie. However, it cou.ld not be as-
certained whether this was attributable to the tie or the result of 
compaction, not a �ommon phenomenon in the Central Flyw�y, but reported 
as an occasional cause of death among Canad� geese of the Mississippi 
Flpay- by Hanson 'and Smith (1950). Hunters in the vicinity of Salt 
Plains indicated that they often observed the color-markers on geese 
decoying to their blinds and endeavored to shoot t4em for the novelty 
of bagging a bl:lnded and color-marked goose. In view of this 9 it was 
felt that the color-marking of geese might increase their mortality as 
a result of selective gunning pressure. In an attempt to establish 
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this point, samples of 100 geese color-marked and released on November 9,
1959, 42 geese color-marked and released on Nov�mber 18, 1959, and 135 
geese released wiphout color-marks on November 18, 1959 were selected 
fo.r testing. The percentage of return i"br color-marked and non-color­
marked was 10.6 per cent and 906 per cent respectively., The Chi2 base(i 
on a 2x2 contingency test (:Bailey, 1959) indicates there is no signif-
ieant difference between percentage of returns for the two grou.ps. This 
fi:Q.ding tends to substantiate the observations of Helm (1955) and Oraig­
head and Stockstead (1956 b). Although Aldrich and·Steenis (1955) have 
pointed out that the nqvelty of thi1;1 s;vstem of identification can cause 
pu.blic rela·U.cn problems 9 only a few instances of unfavorable comment 
came to the attention of this investigator du.ring tp.e course of this 
study. In each instance an effort was ma4e to contact the individual 
�oncerned and discuss the program and it O s objectives. In only one case 
did this method fail to bring an understanding and a cessation of criticism. 
Table 2. Summary of Types of Markers an(i Colors Used During the Study. 
Banding 
Station Year Tie Tie/Collar 1 Tail 2 Tail 
Salt Plains 19.57 Red- cJ
Green-<;;' 
Salt Plains 1958 Orange/Orange x 
Salt Plains 1959 Red/Green x 
Tishomingo 1958 Green/Green x 
W�goner Ranch 1957 Red-cf 
Green-9 x 
. .  , 
Waggoner Ranch 1958 Red/Orange x 
Aransas- 1957 Red-cj' 
Green-·9 x 
Sex and Age Determination 
Hochbau.m (1942) has described the'general method of sex and age 
determination of waterfowl by cloacal examination. Refinements of this 
meth9d, dealiI1g_spe�if_i9ally with Canada geese, have been offered by 
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El�er (1946) and Hanson (1949)� Because of the size and strength of geese 
the method requires considerable effort. Turner (1953) has offered a 
rapid method of sexing Canada geese by maxilla characteristics which a.p-
peared reasonably accurate for the larg, Canada geese of the Atlantic 
coast. However p it appears that Turner was dealing with a rather homage-
neous population of geese while in contrast, the geese handled in this 
study were heterogeneous in the extreme. The same situation precluded 
att�mpts to divide the geese examined into more than two age classes 
as did Elder (1946) and Hanson (1949).. Perhaps the simplest method of 
distinguishing immature Canad.a geese from those two years of age and 
X 
X 
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old.er is the characteristic �otch in the tip of the immature tail 
feather, Schi�ler(l924, 1925, 1926) and Kortright, (1942). The brownish 
cast on the remiges and rectrices mentioned by Brooks (1914) as a dis-
tinguishing characteristic of Juvenile geese was readily observed in the 
juveniles 4andled in this study. Another characteristic distinguishing 
. . 
age classes and mentioned briefly by llll4er (1946) is the size and shape 
of the bre�st feathers. The breast �eatAer of the immature Can!\da goose 
. .  
is perhaps only half as wide as that of an adult and tends to have a . . 
ro�ded tip ,,. More important 'it displEcy:s a strongly pigmented rachis 
w�ich contrasts with the usually lightly pigmented vanes and lacks the 
prominent light terl!lb.al bar of the adult v:anes. As a consequence of .. 
these differences the breast plwnage of an ad.ult Canada goose presents 
� irregular pattern of alternat,e light and dark barring. The 1:ireast 
pl,.wnage of the immature Canada goose lal?k� this barring, is generally· 
lighter than the ad.alt in any given race, and grossly.presents a diffuse . . . .. '· . ' . . 
unpatterned effect •. It was also e>bserye� that the adult Canada geese 
. ' 
show·a regular barring over the.back and. on the flanks which is lacking 
. .  
in the immature birds •. In the handling of captured birds these l)lwnage 
differences were easily obs,rved at.disttlnces pf thirty or more feet. 
µtter it was found that the diff13rence.s _ between ad.ult and immature 
' !. .,. .
• 
• .' •
. 
-
· 
.• . :· 
plumage in O�ad.a�eese could bere�ognize� in field flocks (Marquardt� 
'.' ,· .. ' '· .'· .. · ·: . .. 
i962): Reliability of the method has not _.�een tested on field flo�ks 
but, based on observation of its efficiency in correctly aging captured 
biJ;"ds, it is beli�ved. �o J;>rOVide a,_ meth�d for obtaining age ratio 
s�ples unbiased by, differential suscept:t.bility to capture and gunning. 
. • �' '- : 
•• - . 
:
·
·: 
:: 
• ::
. 
. '· -. _. • ! • - •• -
Ma:-q�rd.t (1962) pointed ou.t that beca��e of the progression of the molt 
• '!, ;· . '· ;"'. • •  :. :· . ' .  • • • ·.·• " 
the method lost its accurac7 during late' winter and that for captured.
geese it should not replace the tail-feather method of $gin,;.
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Hmter Oontacts 
Throughout the gWll'l.ing season hunters were contacted to obtain esti­
mates of hunting pressure, hunter success, age and sex ratios of birds 
taken b;y hunting and as a means of obtaining mensurational data from shot 
geese to supplement the data taken from birds captured. The majority of 
hunter contacts were made in the vicinity of the Salt Plains National Wild­
life Refuge. Salt Pla:lns lent, itself well to this phase o:t' stwq beca'!i.i.se of 
the congregation of hunters on a relativel;y small number of hunting areas. 
Refuge Records 
The. �jorit7 of the data on population n'2Jllbers eoJile_s .from the several 
National Wildlife Refuges tha'ti were centers of stu.d.7 in this project. At 
least once a week during the waterfowl season each of these refuges con­
d.u.cts a censu.s which provides an estimate of the species• numbers u.sing 
the area at the given time. The records also contain a swnma.r;y of 
weather conditions prevailing during the period and the condition of 
water, cover, and crops in the local area. The reliability of these 
records, as might be expected, varied from refuge to refuge. 
Museum Collections 
During the course of this study, 297 specimens of the :Bran.ta 
cana.densis complex were examined at the u. s. National Museum, Washi:ngten, 
D. o., ,.5.J at the Chicago Musewn of Natural History, Chicago, Illinois,
65 at the Denver Museum of Natural History, Denver. Colorado, and three 
at the Welder Foundation �usewn, Sinton, Texas. In addition, five 
specimens from the University of Alaska collection were examined while 
in Washington, D. c., and the type specimen. of l•.9.• parvipes was 
2) 
obtained for examination through loan from the Academy- of Natural Sciences 
of Philadelphia. 
The measurements of the specimens examined were taken carefully and 
recorded. In addition, notes on plumage color and characteristics were 
recorded as well as instances where there appeared to be an error in the 
identification or aging of an individual specimen. 
The teehniqu.e of measurement :followed closely that prescribed by 
:Baldwin, Oberholster, and Worley (1931). A dial caliper. calibrated to 
1/10 mm. was used for all measurements except total length and Wing chord. 
For the larger measurements, a mechanics quick-set caliper was used to 
obtain the length and the interval was then read to the nearest millime­
ter from a meter scale. These same instruments were also used for all 
field measurements on both live and dead. geese. 
A word of caution concerning the use of museum specimens of Canada 
geese is appropriate. It is not uncommon to review papers listing the 
measurements and often the plumage colors and shading of a series of 
maseum specimens. These papers often imply that the characteristics 
offered are representative of the living individuals of the particular 
taxa under discassion. :Based on the examination of museum specimens of 
Canada geese in this study, in addition to a small sample of personal 
material, there is reason to suspect that this implication of reprent­
ativeness m� be in error. Discounting obvious errors such as aging 
the specimens, there is apparently a more insidious source of errors re­
salting from shrinkage and fox:tn, or possibly, fading. Miller (1955) 
takes particular care to caation taxonomists concerning color changes 
which occur in stored avian specimens. In stored specimens of Canada 
geese. the plumage becomes noticeably brown.er in color. This occurs 
either as a fading through loss of black melanins and the consequent 
domb.ance of the remaining brown melanins or through foxing, oxidation 
of the black melanins, which decreases the saturation and results in a 
reddish-brown shade in the pl�e. Once this change in the plumage has 
occurred there is no valid means of estimating what the original color 
might have been. It m81' be assumed that an investigator will recognize 
this paling phenomenon at some point in its later stages, bat since it 
is a gradual process it seems likel.7 that subtle changes will occur long 
before they_ are recognized. It seems proper to ask what effect this 
potential source of error has had on the naming and description of races 
based on mu.sewn series of specimens. The matter of shrinkage in pre­
pared specimens is perhaps of most importance when the measurements of 
m�sewa specimens are compared with those of living or freshly killed in­
dividuals. When a series of specimens are compared among themselves or 
with another series the relative proportions of structural measurements 
are probably quite constant. However, as is indicated in Table 3, in a 
comparison between prepared specimens and a living population the measure­
ments and porportions m9T be in considerable varianceo The rate at which 
shrinkage took piace in these specimens is not known. However, in the 
ea•e of a large Canada goose (specimen No. 62), .which had been dead u 
estimated three or four d.81's before the head and feet were measured an.cl 
prepared in 1957 9 the per cent of shrinkage in the parts when remeasured 
in 1961 were: Culmen, .6, Maxilla height, .4, Maxilla leDgth, .2, _Tarsas, 
1.3, and Middle Toe, .e. From this it seems possible that the rate of 
shrinkage is Ter:, rapid in the first few d9Ts after deatho Error, in­
volved in the taking of measurements mav be responsible for some of the 
variatio:m. shown in Table.:,. ·Repeated tests, however. have indicated 
the variation between measurements usually fall between .25 and .§ per 
cent.. Of particuar interest, from the standpoint of ratios, is the 
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matter of differential shrinkage between parts. As can be seen in Table) 
the change in ratio between calmen length and maxilla height, or more 
partioularl7, maxilla length (tomium) would be considerable. The impor­
tance of shril'lkage in prepared specimens will depend upon the emphasis 
given measurements in defining a species• population or segment thereof. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
Systematics of :Branta canadensis in the Central Flyway 
The differences in views among various authorities concerning sub­
speciation in the :Branta canadensis complex is primarily one dealing 
with numbers of subspecies and consequently, there is a considerable 
lack of agreement concerning distribution of a gi�en form. Rand and 
Traylor (19.50) have pointed out that some differences are to be expected 
since subspecies are essentially subjective or arbitrary units, though 
they are based on natural phenomena. Thus, the discreteness of the units 
named by various workers will vary with the fineness of distinctions 
used iµ categorizing themo These same authors assert that there is a 
tendency at present toward finer subdividing of species into subspecies 
or geographic races and this trend is quite apparent in the systemat-
ics of the white-cheeked geese. Carried to the extreme this procedure 
leads to the naming of every population unit which can be shown to 
differ geneticallyo ']hus, a local population unit or even an individ­
ual may become a taxono Obviously, the question of what should be 
considered a subspecies hinges on the recognition of degrees of dif­
ference between natural populations. The problem is then one of 
defining the limits of acceptable degrees of difference. Mayr, .,e.. al. 
(19.53) define subspecies as ••·•" a geographically defined aggregate 
of local populations which differ taxonomically from other such sub­
divisions of the species." The d$finition contains three important 
27 
limits of subspecies, namely: the 1.1D.it must be all allopatrie� superior 
or more general in variability than a local population, and have tax­
onomic distinetnesso A taxonomic difference. as pointed out by Mayr, 
ehal. (1953) is not necessarily synonymou.s with genetic or statis­
tical difference. Nearly every moderately isolated local population can 
be demonstrated to have a significant differenee 9 at least in the sta­
tistical sense, from neighboring populations and the naming of each of 
these minor 1.1D.its would only encumber the biologist studying geograph­
ical variationo The concept of subspecies is used to bring together 
these geographical variants into a single group which on the average 
has one or more characters distinguishing it from similar and adjacent 
groups. This means that some of the individuals in the subspecies may 
not demonstrate the diagnostic character and therefore will not be 
identifiable. This is to be expected in closely related populations 
where some intergrading may be involvedo 
In dealing with subspecies it is necessary that we treat popula­
tion averages rather than the individual. The level at which the 
biologist sets his average for subspecifie identity will vary inversely 
with the degree of division desired; a low average creates splitting, 
a high average tends to lump. Mayr ,. et,falo (19.53) suggest as "oo• a 
standard of subspeeif'ie separation that 75 per cent of population A 
be different from 97 per cent of population :s. Then aboat 90 per cent 
of the individuals of A are different from about 90 per cent of the 
individuals of :s. n This would generally agree with Rand and fraylor 
(19.50) who suggest 80 to 90 per cent of one be recognizable from 80 
to 90 per cent of the other. 
Accepting an average for distinctness, a statistical method can 
be formu.;I.atei to facilitate the handling of data. To test the degree 
28 
of distinctness between two populations Mayr, et al. (19;3) foffer a . 
formula in which the difference between the means of two :populations are 
d.ivided b7 the sum of their standard. deviations. The factor obtained is
designate! as the coefficient of difference. As the authors point out, 
the method obtains an approximation of the point of intersect of 
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the curves between the means of two populations and because it is based 
on. a normal cu.rve, requires that the larger standard deviation not greatl7 
excee4 one and a half times the smaller. The calculated coefficient of 
difference for two natu.ral populations having 90 per cent joint non­
overlap is l.28; this coefficient then represents the le'!el of sabspe­
cific distinctness. Table 4 is reproduced from Mayr, et �l. (1953) to 
provide a handy reference of the percentages of symmetrical non-overlap 
associated. with various values of the ooeffie·ient of difference. 
In the following tailes all data are derived from measurements of 
adult specimens of white-cheeked geese contained in the_bi7d collections
at the u. s. National Museum, the Chicago Museum of Natural History, and 
the Denver Mnsewn of Natural History. �he measurements are standards 
prescr'ibed. b7 :Baldwin, Oberholster, and Worley ( 1931). Dr. John W. 
Aldrich assisted with the identification of races at the u. s. National 
Musewrl'. Unless otherwise noted, all statistical analysis is of standard 
design suggested by Arkin and Colton (1956), Snedeoor (1957), or :Bailey 
(1959). 
In the analysis, l• .£• leueopareia includes specimens of the pro­
posed. races 1h .£• asiatica and ! • .£• taver:m.eri, ,!. � moffitti includes 
specimens of the proposed race!• .£• maxima, and!• .£• occidentalis in­
cludes individuals of the proposed race!· !.• falva. Also included in 
!• .£• leucopareia are the specimens collected b7 Hanson in the vicinit7 
Table 4. Percentage of non-overlap of partially overlapping curves 
associated with stated values of the coefficient of 
difference (o. D.). Reprodu.ced from Ma.7r, et al. (1953). 
Values 
:Below 
the 
level of 
conventional 
su.bspecific 
distinctness 
Joint non�overlap 
o. D. per cent 
o.67.5
o.84
0.91.5 
0.995 
1.04 
1.08 
75 
80 
82 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
Conventional level of subspecific difference 1.28 90 
Above 
the 
level of 
conventional 
su'bspecific 
difference 
1.34 
1.405 
1.555 
1.64.S 
1.7.; 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
1.13 
1.17.5 
1.2.3 
1.48 
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of Perry River, N.W.T. No significant difference between measurements 
of adult males and females could be determined for� • .Q.. leucopareia, 
the only sample large enough to provide an adequate test. Accordingly, 
measurements from males and :females of each considered subspecies are 
pooled to increase sample size. Hanson (1951) was able to show a signif-
icant difference in measurements between 19,.dult males and adult females 
of�. ,2.. interior handled at .Horseshoe Lake t Illinois. However, Hanson 
and Smith (1950) indicate �hat only a part of the race !• .Q.• interior 
migrate through or stop over at Horseshoe Lake, and :further. that the 
race can be divided into four distinct populations. Thus, the �alysis 
may not be valid for the entire race, but rather for the infra-race seg­
ment migrating through Horseshoe Lake. Analysis of a given attribute, 
such as size, in a local popu1ation would be expected to bring to light 
intra-sex differences whereas analysis of the same attribute in a race 
with elinal variation through a large geographic area might fail to 
show any such difference because of the overlap betwee:q. small males and 
large f'ema],.es. This phenomenon may explain, in part, the diffe:9rence 
in results of the analysis of intra-sex size found by Hanson (1951) and 
those obtained in the present study. 
The comparative data contained in Figures 2 and 3, are an analysis 
of taxonomic distinctness of presently considered subspecies of white-
cheeked. geese. lt is emphasized that the method is an approximation,. 
' !'. 
there is no assurance that the samples are randomly d.raw,n, the sample 
numbers are small, and the subspecies identification may, in. some eases, 
be questionable. 
In the following Figures (2 and 3) those coefficients below 1.28 
are marked with an asterisk(•) • .  The number in parentheses over each 
' su.bspecies is the number of .. specimens in that sample. Where the 
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ratio of difference between standard deviations of two compared sub­
species exceeds 1 •. 7..5 the coefficient is marked with a double asterisk (**) • 
In the specimens examined the use of tail length measurements has proved 
to be of little or no value in differentiating between qlosely allied 
races and therefore is omitted. 
Figures 2 and :3 are du.al tables giving the oaleu.lated coefficients 
of difference of two different measurements for the indicated samples. 
With the exception of !· Se minima which proved distinguishable from all 
other races, the races are arranged .in the order of increasing size, 
which emphasizes the amount of overlap. By use of the tables a rapid 
comparison between any two of the included races for a given character 
can be made. In the Figures. there is a surprising regu.laritf with 
which difference or lack of difference is indicated among the varioas 
considered subspecies. With the occasional exception. usu.ally occurring 
in the eomparisen with !o J!o parvipes, two populations which cannot be 
distingu.ishe4 by the character measured in one portion of a Figure will 
also fail to have distinctive differences in the other parts of the 
Figures.· On the basis of the samples at hand it would appear that of 
the four standard characters anal;yzed 9 o\.llmen length, and middle toe 
length, as individual measurements, are of most value in differentiating 
subspecies of white-cheeked geeseo This is shown more clearly in Fig­
ure 4, where the characters considered in the preceding tables are 
entered as sYlllbols in the appropriate square where they can be ten� 
tatively accepted. as capable of separating the subspecies of the inter­
secting columns. A double asterisk(**) follows those comparisons which 
cannot be catagorically accepted because the ratio of difference be­
tween their standard deviations exceeds 1.75. The majority of these 
instances occur in comparisons with i• Jl• moffitti or!• So minima. 
hutchinsi I leucopareia 
leg•nd 
Cul. ·- Culmen length 
M.T. -· Middle toe length
Tr. •• Tarsus length
w.c. ·- Wing chord l.ength
parv ipe.s 
Cul. 
M.T. 
Tr. 
w.c.
i nterlor 
Cul. 
M.T.
Tr.
w.c.
Cul. 
Me T. 
Tr, 
w.c.
Cul. 
.1. Approximately 89.5 per cent joint n.on-overlap. 
canadensls 
Cul. 
M.T.
Tr.
w.c.
Cul. 
M,To 
Tr. 
w.c.
Culo 
M.T0 
moffittl occidentalis 
Cul. 
M.T.
Tr.
w.c.
Cul. 
M.T,
Tr.
w .. c.
Ctil. 
Mo Te 
•• Cul.
Mo T,
•• Tr,
•• .w.c.
•• Cul •
Mo To•• Tr,•• v.c •
Mo T. 
).5 
minim.a 
Cul. 
Cul. 
M,T, •• 
w.c •
Cul, •• 
Mo To •• 
Tr. •• 
w.c.
Cul. •• 
Mo To •• 
Ttr-e 
w.c. •• 
Cul. • • 
Mo T, ... 
Tr, 
w.c ..
Cul, •• 
M,To •• 
Tr. •• 
w.c. •• 
Cul. •• 
M,To •• 
Tr. 
w.c. •• 
Figure 4t Characters indicating subspecific distinctness between eight subspecies of Canada g@tJU!o 
Characters marked •• indicate ratio of difference between standard deviation:ll ex«::eeds lo75o 
'?he sample of 1 • .£• mgffitti is small and. includes specimens with extreme 
variabilit7 and. conseq_u.entl7, has a large standard deviation. On the 
other hand!• .s,. minima, theUtP, having an eqully &miall sample, is ex­
tremel7 uniform in series and has a very small standard deviation. 
Of interest in this anal.7sis is the apparent break between large 
Canada geese, (I,. a,. eanadensis, moffitti, interior, and occidentalis) 
a:nd BJDall Canada geese, Cl. £• minima, hutchinsii� leucopareia, and 
parvipes). This break:, represented by differences in cu.lmen length be­
tween large and small Canad.as is not complete, as is shown graphicall.7 
in Figure s. The technique u.sed in Figure .5 is modified from Hubbs and. 
Habbs (195)) to com.pare differences at fl. level of 90 per eent j<,iut non­
overlap. Although the measurements alone will not separate the su.'b­
species being considtred, a knowledge of geographic r�e and evaluation 
er! plwnage eelor . dif:f'e?'.ences would serve to catagorize indi viduls 
wher, an overl_p_ in. measvements occur. Perlaa.ps a better method o,f 
show!ng th.e break b,tween large and sma:J,.l Ca,nad� ·geese is the eompar.- . 
ison of th.e ratios of maxilla height, at the base, to cu.lmen length 
(Jig. 6). The_ mean raties plotted in Figure 6 are frem the same spec­
imens anal7zed in Figures 2, ), and S. The oblique line which divides 
the gfoup represents a culmen le:ngtht maxilla heigb.t ratio of 2:1, 
and is an arbitr&.r7 val� fittei by e7e. This method has served well 
to distinguish between large and small Canad.as examined in this study 
with the exception of a group enco1Q1tere�, in the short-grass prairie 
route of the Oe;ntral Flyway. This grou.p. appears to be inter�ediate 
between the la,i-ge and.small Canada .geese not only in measure._ents, 
but in propo�tions as well. In :f'flet it is the inclasion of a large 
n�ber of these )irds from the collection at the Denver Ma.sewn of 
JTatural History in the ,ample of l• £• parvi�es that is responsible 
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for the overlaps oeearrin.g between I,. st• parvipes and!• st• oeeidentalis 
and !• st• interior in the previous tables and figures. The large spec ... _ 
imens ot 1, • .s,., parvipes from the MacICe:m.zie River• Athabaska River and. Ata­
ab�ska Lake included by Aldrich (1946) in I, • ..£• parvipes and also discussed. 
b7 Irving (1960) are representatives of this same grou.p. MacKenzie 
(1927) 1 pointed. out that individuals from the Athabaska River and. Ath­
abaska Lake were mu.ch su.perior in size to those observed. in the MacKenzie 
River Dalt�. In size and. color these large l• !.• parvipes appear some­
what similar to the large ,l. !.• leu.copareia (= parvipes (7)) recorded. 
for Southampton Island. by Satton (1932). It m&¥ be th.at this short-grass 
prairie group represents an intergrad.e between !· !.• mof'f:t.tti and ;g,. !.• 
parvipes, or perhaps,!· .£• leu.eopareia; or it may represent a more south­
ern and western terminal of a elinal increase in size in!•!.• parvipes, 
or even a mere northern terminal of clinal de�rease in size in!•!.• 
moffitti. Whatever will be ultimately decided regarding the true posi­
tion of this short-grass prairie group in the l3ranta canad.ensis complex 
it mu.st be admitted that they bear little �esemblance to the typical 
!• .!.• parvipes as represented by the type specimen. He·reinafter, these 
birds of the short-grass prairie will be referred to as!• !.• parvipes­
beta • .  With �he exception of this one group, the use of the cu.lmen 
length: .· maxilla height ratio will serve to separate the large Canada 
geese and the small Canada geese. 
The small Canada geese of the Central Flyway include represent­
atives of three recognized races, namely: I, • .Q.. hutehinsii, l• .£• 
leu.copareia, and 1}, • .!.• :pa.ryipes. Representatives of' these three races 
are founcl. in both the sh.(!)rt-grass prairie rou.te and the tall-grass 
prairie route, but the proportionate numbers of each race differ con­
siderably in the two routes. The l• A• hu.tchinsii type is dominant in 
the tall-grass prairie and is followed. by !· .g,. parvipes and. !• ,.e,$ 
leueo;pa.;:eia, in that order. In a sample of 36 geese from the short­
grass prairie at Two :Buttes, Colorado !• .£• parvipes-beta was dominant 
:followed by!•.£.• 1eu.copareia, and a few representatives of near typ­
ical! • .!• parvipes. In a sample of 33 birds at the Waggoner Ranch, 
Vernon, Texas!•.!.• leaco;pareia was dominant, followed by!· .!.• parvipes 
and!•.£• parvipes-beta. 
As has been shown, measurements alone are not particularly help­
ful in differentiating between these three races. Indeed, the meas­
urements o:f the type specimens are quite similar to each other, Table.$. 
The measurements o:f the type specimen of!·.£.• .leu.eopareia appear to 
be somewhat larger than average, while those of!· !.• parvipes appear 
to be somewhat smaller than average. However, in the latter case it 
should be remembered that the sample o:f !o ,g,. parvipes given in this 
report does .include some very large individuals from the short-grass 
prairie route whose identity may be questioned. The type specimen of 
!· .£.• parvipes appears to fit very well with a sample of twenty spec­
imens collected by MaePJa.erson and Manning (1959) on the Adelaide 
Peninsula.. Inasmuch as the type of !· &.• .parvipes was taken in the 
southern portion of the tall-g.rass prairie route and there is little
evidence that the birds of the short-grass prairie route penetrate this 
Gal:f' of Mexico coast area, it seems likel.7 that the type of!· .!• 
parvipes is a representative of the breeding birds of the northern 
Hudson :Say coast and the Arctic coast west to perhaps Queen Maud Gulf. 
Unless a connection between these birds and!� .Q, .. parvipes-beta .of the 
short-grass prairie rou.te can be shown, there is even more qu.estion con­
cerning the validity of inelu.ding the two groups in the same raee • .  Dis­
regarding the question.of size between leucopareia. and ;earvipes, these 
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Table .5. Comparative measurements of the type specimens of!·£• 
hutehinsii, !• .Q.• leucopareia, and!· ,g,. parvipes. 
!· £· hutehinsii 
1 !· ,g,. leucopareia !· .2.• pa.rvipes
Calmen 4:,.4 (.3:,.66)* 38.1 39.2 
Middle Toe 48.7 69.a.5 59.7 
Tarsu.s 6J • .5 83.6 71.s
Wing Chord 3.5.5. 6 400.0.5 381.0 
Tail 139.7 1.50.28 1:,4.o 
1Measurements for! • .Q.• hutchinsii are from Richardson (1831); for!·.!•
leaeopareia from Brandt (1836). Both have been convert�d from the 
English inch and lines to millimeters. The measurements for!• ,g,. 
parvipes are by the author. 
• Considering the othermeasureme:nts given by Richardson for the type
specimen a oulmen length of 4;.4 mm. seems disportionate. In the meas­
urements Richardson also offers length of th§. bill to the rictu.s
(length of tomiwn) as one inch, five lines .i.J6 mm.). From the spec­
imens of B. c. hutchinsii in the u. S. National Musewn it was determined
that tomium length averaged 1.0694 culmen length. The calculated
cu.lmen length of :r,.66 mm. is more in keeping with the remainder of the
measurements given for this specim�n.
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two races ean usually be separated on the basis of plumage color. 12,. g,. 
leu.copareia is pred.ominantly a brown goose while!• !.• parvipes is pre­
dominantly a gray goose. In size !• !.• .. leucopareia varies considerably 
in different geographic or ecologic locations (Figure 7). However, the 
brownish-colored plumage, especially that of the brc,ast, remains a uni­
form characteristic regardless of the area from which a specimen is taken. 
:Soth !• ,g.. hutchinsU. and !• .g, •. parvipes are essentially gray geese, 
:particularly over the breast. As will be discussed later, it is possible 
this may range from a rather dark gray to nearly white in either of the 
su.bspeeies. If the birds recorded by MaePherson and Manning (1959) from 
the Adelaide Peninsula are!•.£• parvipes, and the type specimen con­
forms to this group, and if the geese recorded. b7 Sutton (1932) from 
Southampton Islani are !o .£• hutchinsii and they appear to :fit well with 
the means given for the race on Baffin Island by Soper (1946), then 
there is a question as to the validity of' a distinction between these 
two races of which both are gray in color and which overlap to a marked 
degree in size. It would appear possible that the same type of cline 
observed .in size of i· S• leueopareia from west to east may occur in 
l• £.• hu.tchinsii in a generally north to sou.th or southwest direction.. 
If su.ch a cline exists,.� • .£• parvipes becomes a syn.onym of 12,. e·. 
hu.tchinsii, being no more than a sou.thern variant of the latter race. 
In th.e handling of small Canad.a geese in the Central Flyway du.ring 
this stady it was observed that although the variation in size and color 
was great. there appeared to be foci of variation within which large 
numbers of geese could be categorized. In the small Canad.a geese of the 
Central Flyway, a total of eight such catagories was recognized. Each 
category was assigned a variation number Without in anyway implying 
nomenclatural taxonomic status. For the most part the categories are 
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defined on the basis of size, as indicated in culmen length, plumage 
color, and forehead. profile. The significance of the latter character 
is not understood. It does not appear to be age or sex dependent, but 
its relationship to a race or infra-race popalation cannot be demon­
strated clearly. In the field the difference between an abrupt and a 
sloping forehead. is easily recognized; in museum specimens, it is often 
difficult to perceive. 
The foci of variation presently recognized are described below. 
These •ariations will include about 80 to 85 per cent of the small 
Canad.a geese handled in the Central Flyway. 
Variation }lo. 1 •. This is the smallest of the white-cheeked geese found 
in migration in the south central United States, with the possible ex­
ception of an occasional I•�· minima. It is light breasted, being 
nearly white on the belly and upper chest. The back is light gray to 
grayish brown. The calmen length probably seldom exceeds J5 mm. and 
the weight of an ad.ult in good conditi�n probably does not exceed fotll" 
pounds. The forehead profile is abrupt. 
Variation No. 2. This bird is approximately the same size as Variation 
No. 1, but differs from it primarily in being darker gray on the belly 
and apper chest. The back is usually a uniform gray with little tend­
ency toward the brown shades. The forehead. profile is abrupt. 
Variation No, 3, This bird has a tlefinite brownish cast which is espe­
cially apparent on the plumage of the belly and upper chest. A white 
neck ring is not always present, but when it is, there is a definite 
contrast between the ring and the brown upper chest. The back is rel­
atively dark and brown. The culmen length of tall-grass prairie spec­
imens may be as long as 40 mm., the weight seldom exceeds six pounds. 
In the short-grass prairie, examples of this variation have a culmen 
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length up to perhaps 44 mm. In some birds there is a tendency toward 
grayness, but the brown upper chest is unmista.ka.ble. The forehead pro­
file is usually sloping. 
Variation No. 4, This bird has a very pale gray or white belly and 
upper chest. 'l'h.e back is light to medium gray and usu.ally has a slight 
brownish east • .Altogether, this bird is similar to No. 1 in color, but 
is larger in size and has the sloping forehead profile. The eulmen 
length of a large specimen will rarely exceed 42 mm. and the maximum 
weight is about six pounds. Occasionally small examples of this var­
iation overlap No.l in measurements, but the sloping profile is dis­
tinctive. 
Variation No. 5. This bird is approximately the same size as No. 4, 
but with a definite gray belly grading to a lighter gray or white upper 
chest. The back shows a predominant gray east. The forehead profile 
is usu.ally abrupt. 
Variation No, 6. The plumage color of this bird is very similar to ' 
Variation No. 4, but it is somewhat larger with weights of adults in 
good condition slightly exceeding seven pounds. The culmen length 
probably does not exceed 49 mm., but the ratio of maxilla height to 
culmen length will regularly exceed. 132.,0. In all other variations 
of small white-cheeked geese this ratio is usually about 111.8. The 
forehead profile is sloping. 
Variation No, 7. Typically this birc!I. is abou.t the size of Variation 
No. J, but is rather u:nif orm medium gray both above and below, a 
little lighter on the upper chest, and has an abrupt forehead profile. 
In size and color it is overlapped by Variations No. 2 and No • .5, 
though it is paler than No. 2 and generally does not appear as pale 
gray on the upper chest as No. 5. Occasionally the plumage of this var­
iation will show a faint brownish cast, but lacks the definite brown 
upper chest of No.;. 
Variation No, 8. This is a very brown bird with a high-bridged, narrow 
maxilla very similar to some of j,. £.• leucopareia specimens from the 
Aleutian Islands. It is approximately the size of Variation No. 1 and 
No. 2 and in the few specimens examined had a very broad white ring at 
the base of the neck and a relatively sloping forehead profile. It is 
neither as dark in oolor nor as small as j, .. .Q.o minima. 
The oatagorizing of Canada geese by variation number was not at-
tempted until late in the present study. Consequently, the number of 
specimens involved in comparative samples is small .. However, it is of 
interest to consider the distribution of these variation numbers from 
three different trapping stations (Table 6). 
No examples of Variation No. 8 were examined in these particular 
samples, though it is known to occur in the tall-grass prairie route 
and probably occurs in the short-grass prairie route as well. The 
samples from the short-grass prairie stations are so small that lack 
of any given variation numbers in the table can hardly be considered 
significant. However, the no;-occ�rence of Variation No. 6 in the 
tall-grass prairie route is considered significant. No examples of 
this variation h.ave been examined for the tall-grass prairie route 
during the course of this study. 
In a very general way, the variations may be catagorized into 
groups corresponding to recognized races. Thus, Variation land 2 are 
referable to j, • .£• h11tehinsii, Variation J and 8 are referable to !• .£.• 
leu.copareia, and Variations 4 an� 5 ar19 referable to j, • .Q.• parvipes. 
Variation 7 should probably be considered a part of the !, .£• hu.tchinsii 
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group though some individuals approach Variation 3 in color and others 
are similar to Variation .5. Variation 6 ean be considered a part of 
the �. S• parvipes group, but numerou.s reservations, already stated, 
make its position in this group tentative. 
Table 6. Frequency of Variation Numbers of Small Canada Geese From 
Three Locations. Number in Parentheses is Size of Samples. 
Variation Waggoner Ranch Two :Su.ttes, Colo. Salt Plains (N.W 0R.) 
Nwnber Texas January, 1960 Oklahoma 
Februar;r, 19.59 (36) November, 19.59 
<2�) {3.55) 
No. % No. No. % 
l 2 6 9 2 • .5 
2 8.5 24 
) 12 36 11 30 .. .5 27 7.5 
4 11 33 9 2.5 
.5 .5 14 41 12 
6 8 24 16 44 
7 4 11 184 .52 
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Migration Roates and Wintering Areas 
In recent years, variou authors have used the term "migration" in 
describing not only the movement between breeding and wintering area$, 
but for local movements and random wandering as well. Hoehbaum (1955)
has taken issae with such. non-critical ase of the term migration and 
has suggested that the type of iovement be categorized as presented b7 
Wilkinson (1952). Inelud:1ng a :fath.�r detailed descriptio� of word. 
. 
. 
.
.. .
. 
. . · . .  • , ,  . . 
derivation, Wilkinson (1952) has classified the movements of birds to 
and from the breeding area as anastrQph.io migratf.013: and all oth�rmove­
ments as diasporic migration.. 1hese two categorie.s inclu.4e all the 
major movements of waterfowl and avoid 81l1' confusion that might:exist 
as to the proper classification of a particular spatial displacement. 
In a discussion of migration routes, therefore, a:nastrophi� migra-
tion is being considered. In the central United States, the small 
Canad.a geese migrate southward to the wintering areas in two rela.tiveq 
distinct routes through the grassland "biome (Fig. 8). l3eeau.se of the , . . . . r .. 
close �orre.la.tio:m. between t�eee routes and the natural veg�tat�;1e 
associations in the biom�, th�se roates, for convenience, can be called 
the tall-grass prairie route an�. the short-grass prairie route •. :· ;t 
should be ,u1ct.e:rstood. that the . r�ate .names imply no correlation )>etwee• 
goQH ase an� dominant vegetation of the association •. The. com�ison
ts propo�ed strictly on the )�sis of areal boundaries. of the miiration 
routes and the vegetative assoe:1.ation. Knowledge of the l)o"Qnd.a,.;-iee of 
these roq.tes ha�. been derived. prim�ily from band returns frem, iuuiter. 
kills, �d. trapping reports on Oanada geese. A smaller amount of · 
. . . . 
: '·: . . . � . . . . 
su.ppleJRental in�ormationl;ias come from reports Olll color-marked geese. 
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Figure 8. Distribution of the small Canada geese of the tall-grass prairie 
and the short-grass prairie. Distribution is based primarily on 
band return data. 
t 
f 
.. 
so 
The Tall-grass Prairie Route. The boundaries of the tall-grass prairie 
rou.te are postulated primarily on the basis of 1,334 band returns covering 
a period from 1952 through 1960 (Appendix 1 9 1-2). A majority of the band 
returns are from geese banded at the Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuge, 
Oolmnbia, Sou.th Dakota. The remaining returns are from geese banded in 
connection with this study (Table 7). In Table 7 the year of recovery 
is considered ta be from June 1 to May 31. The band returns from Sand 
Lake are not complete, yet they are believed to be adequate for the 
purposes of migration rou.te delineation. 
Also h.elpfu.l in delineating the ro't1te are the approximately sixty 
individual sightings of color-marked geese. This does not include 
nearl.7 JOO observations of color-marked geese at the station of banding 
or what was judged to be repeated observations of color-marked geese in 
other locations. 
Additional data has come from geese killed in this area, bu.t banded. 
at Eskimo Point. Keewatin, N.W.T.; Wheeler :Bottoms, Fort Randall res­
ervoir, Sou.th Dakota; Swan Lake National Wildlife Refuge, Sunner, 
Missouri; and Squaw Creek National Wildlife Refuge, Moand City, Mis­
souri. 
The tall-grass prairie route varies in breadth from about three 
degrees Longitwle in southern Manitoba to about five degrees Longitude 
through Nebraska, Kansas, and Missouri, to aboat one to two degrees 
!t>ngitu.de along the wintering areas of the Gulf Coast of Texas and 
Mexico. For the most part the rou.te lies between 95 and 100 degrees 
West Longitude. Data from band returns indicate that few of the small 
Canad.a geese of the tall-grass prairie roate wander west of the lOOth 
meridian; and in a general way the lOOth meridian coincides with the 
boundary between the tall and short-grass associations, (Shantz and 
Table 7. Number of Returns by Year From Geese Banded at Stations in 
the Tall-grass Prairie. 
Sand Lake Salt Plains Tishomingo Aransas 
Year Recovered N.W.R. N.W.R. N.W.R. N.W.Ro Total 
1952 49 49 
1953 31 31 
19.54 35 35 
1955 4; 43 
19.56 261 261 
1957 315 ::,1.5 
1958 226 13 5 244 
19.59 246 69 2 2 319 
1960 33 2 2 37 
Total 1206 115 4 9 1334 
.51 
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Zon, 1924). 
'!'he eastern boundary of the roate extends from the southern end of 
Lake Winnipeg in Manitoba soathwestward to the eastern b�undaries of 
North Dakota and South Dakota, then along the Missouri River into north-
western :Missouri. From northwestern Missouri the route appears to swing 
southwestward coinciding with the eastern boundary of the.tall-grass 
prairie across southeastern Kansas and northeastern Oklahoma to the vi­
cinity of Lake Texoma on the Red River. South of Lake Te:xoma there are 
:numerous returns from the tall-grass prairie region south to Waco, Texas. 
From this vicinity there is essentially a blank in the rou.te picture, so 
far as band returns are concerned, to the •agle Lake-Lissie Prairie 
region between the :Brazos and Colorado Rivers. This is the beginning 
of the tall-grass prairie segmen:t of the Texas Gulf Coast. l38l'l.d . .
returns and communication with refuge manag,rs at the Sabine, Laccasine, 
and Delta National Wildlife Refuges indicate that few of the small 
panada geese move eastward along the Gulf Coast beyond the Sabine River. 
Band returns from small Canada geese bantled. in the tall-grass prairie 
distribated narrowly along the Gulf Coast from Galveston, Texas to 
Tampico, Vera Cru. �etscher (19SS), in quoting corresponc!.enee from 
G. :B. Sauders, indicates small Canada geese occa.r as far south as
the Papaloapan basin fifty miles sou.th of the city of Vera Oru. A 
total of thirteen band returns, or about one per e�nt of the tot�l 
returns of �a.?ld Lake bands, have come from the Coast of Mexico. 
It is this southern portion, from Galveston, Texas sou.thwardly, 
that serves as the major wintering area for small Canada geese of the 
tall-grass prairie route. In. smaller nwnbers, and depending on 
weather conditions, small Canada geese da winter as far north as Salt 
Plains National Wildlife Refuge, Oklahoma. Periods of severe winter 
weather here will push most of the flocks south of the Red River for a 
part of the winter season. Given moderate winter weather, a few small 
geese probably winter as far north as southern Nebraska, and some have 
been recorded for most of the winter period in northern South Dakota. 
During the hunting season, most of the geese are congregated on 
the state and federal refuges or on private ranches which offer com­
plete or partial protection from human. molestation. Examples of such 
ranches on the Texas Ooast are the King and. O•Con.nor ranches,. These 
large• private landholdings function as refuges for large numbers of 
geese through mueh of the winter hunting period. 
Following the close of the hunting season, geese disperse from the 
refuges over mu.ch of the farm land in winter grain crops, pasture, or 
the standing or cu.t grain fields of the previous harvest season. The 
extensive use of agricultural lands by Canada geese throughout both 
the migration and wintering period is a notable feature of their habitat 
u.se. At Salt Plains, the first flights of small Canada geese generally 
use the larg•, open fields of winter grain crops or grazed pastures 
which offer a high degree of visibility. As the season progresses, the 
small Oanadas will eventually feed in smaller pastures and standing 
grain crops and graze close to the wooded edges of large fields. This 
phenomenon is in marked contrast to the habits of the large Canada geese 
which show little hesitation in using small fields and pastures with 
wooded margins which offer limited visibility. This same contrast in 
habits is noted in the different water areas 't1Sed by the two groups at 
Salt Plains. For both resting and roosting, the small Oanadas use the 
broad, shallow flats. of Sand Oreek !ay which offers high visibility. 
The large Canadas seem to prefer the brush and tree - margined waters 
of interior ponds sach as Wilson Pond and Mink Run. Thus, in both 
feeding and resting or roosting situations a high degree of visibility 
appears to be a prerequisite to site use by small Canada geese. The 
size of the water area or feed field appears to be significant onq as 
it relates to visibilit7. At Aransas and Laguna Atascosa small Can$ 
g�ese eomm.onq ase small ponds of one to twenty acres for watering a.ad. 
loafing during the d.q, bat in each instance these ponds are so sit .... 
aated. as to offer a high degree of visibility. At Tishomingo, small 
Canada geese used the waterholes left in depressions in the field. 
after a rain. Often the ase of these small pools was so intense that 
the vegetation at the margins would be eompletel.7 eradicated by the 
combination of 11pwld.ling11 and grazing. It was noted. also that when 
these water sources were available geese would often omit the mi4• 
morning and. mid-afternoon flights to the lake. However, small Canad.as 
normally returned to the large reservoirs or coastal bqs for roosting. 
Observations of small Canada geese throughout the fall, winter, 
and s1>ring from Oklahoma soath to the Texas-Mexico border indicate a 
strong preference for grazing on winter grain� and grazed pastures. 
These observations agree well with the findings 0£ Glazener (1946) 
relative te food habits of geese on the Galf Coast of Texas. Winter 
wheat is an important food source throughout the migration and win­
tering areas to the north of the Texas coast. On the Texas coast, 
rice fields replace winter wheat as a primary source of grazing. In 
the grazing areas it is the short, (approximately four inches), su.c .... 
calent vegetation that. is preferred. This preference is well dem­
onstrated in feed fields at Salt Plains and Tishomingo where large 
congregations of the small Canada geese are often present. The field 
interiors ar, grazed oontinu.ously until almost devoid of vegetation, 
while the wooded. field margins receive slight to moderate ase. 
Eventually the vegetation in these margins becomes quite tall and rank 
and it is only when the onset of cold weathet slows the growth of veg­
etation in the open interiors that geese use the peripheral areas for 
grazing. On the Gulf Coast, :Bermuda grass pastures are regularly u.sed 
by goose flocks if the pastures are receiving moderate to heavy grazing 
by cattle • .  Goose flocks were not observed in those pastures which were 
idle or only slightly grazed. In these situations it is probable that 
a combination of poor visibility and lack of succulent vegetation make 
the areas unsuitable for use by small Canada geese. 
The distribution of small Canada geese in the migration route and 
wintering area is not uniform. Indeed, band return data point to an 
interesting lack of uniformity, area for area, in the distribution of 
small Canada geese in the tall-grass prairie, (Tables 8 and 9). Thus, 
a relatively few states and provinces contribute the maJor proportion 
of band returns on small geese in the tall-grass prairie. One province, 
Manitoba, and six states, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, 
Oklahoma, and Texas yield 93 per cent of the returns on small Canada 
geese banded at Sand Lake and nearly 94 per cent of the returns on the 
same geese banded at Salt Plains. This distribation is not unexpected, 
since it is derived from data procured. through hunting and. perhaps may 
be more correctly considered to be a picture of the huntable or ac­
cessible populations of small Canad.a geese. It should not be a.sswned 
however, that the distribu.tion is purely artificial, brought about by 
the coincidence of hunter and goose. The distribution of small Canada 
geese :ts directly correlated with the distribution of habitat within 
the broad scope of the tall-grass prairie. During the hunting season, 
the total area of habitat is reduced by the activities of hunters to a 
point where the refuges offer the only quiet or attractive habitat within 
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Table 8. Distribution of 1,206 Band Returns From Small Canada Geese 
Banded at Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuge 1951-1959.* 
No. of Returns Per Cent 
Canada 66 5.4 
Saskatchewan 4 .3 
Manitoba 34 2.8 
Ontario 13 1.1 
Keewatin 11 .9 
Franklin 4 ,i 
U'n.ited $tat es 1122 9'.3.,2 
N�rth Dakota 82 6.8 
Minnesota 6 .5 
South· Dakota 528 4:,.8 
Nebraska. 45 3.7 
Iowa 7 .6 
Colorado a -.2 
Kansas 48 4.o
Mhsou.;ri ).? 1.4_
Oklaho!U 81 6.7
Arkansas 1 .1 
.Texas.•.· .. 307 2.5 • .5 
Louisiana l .1 
Mississippi l .1 
Mexico·· 1 1.1 
Tamau.lipas 12 1,0 
Vera .Qru.z 1 l 
Total 1206 100.0 
• Primarily Fall Banding
.56 
Table 9. Distribu.tiQn of ll.5 :Band Returns From Small Canada Geese 
:Banded at Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge, 1957-196().• 
No. of Returns .Per Cent 
Canada 6 5.2 
Alberta l .87 
Xeewati:n l .87 
Ontario l .87 
Manitoba 2 1.72 
Franklin 1 .87 
United States 108 . 93.9 '· 
North Dakota a 6.95 
South Dakota 12 10.4:3 
Wisconsin l .a; 
Nebraska 3 2.60 
Kansas 6 5.21 
Missouri l .87 
Oklahoma 60 52.2 
Texas i6 13.9 
Colorado l .87 
Mexico 1 ·-9
Tamauli;e!S l ,2 
Total 11.S 100.0 
• Primarily Fall :Bandil'lg
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the flyway. Prior to the hunting season at Salt Plains, flocks of geese 
are a common sight on winter wheat fields, harvested grain fields, and 
pastures bordering the refuge. With the opening of the hunting season 
constant gunning pressure removes these areas from the goose habitat 
though flocks ma:y vainly endeavor to use them, In some hunting areas, 
su.ch as the Flying Goose Ranch, operated by Mr. Ad.am Diel, shooting is 
allowed on mornings only, six da:ys a week. Thus, for one fnll day and 
six afternoons of each week the fields of the Flying Goose Ranch pro­
vide habitat for small Canada geese. During the forenoons of six days 
of each week these same fields are totally inaccessible to flocks of 
. geese, and lacking usability, are removed from the habitato Du.ring 
the hunting season geese are congregated on the refuges and the food 
component of the habitat is rapidly depleted. Within pre-hunting 
season habitat, the food component is abundant, but constant molesta ... 
tion prevents use of this component. Thus, it is the seasonal inva­
sion and usurpation of habitat by hunters that provides the band 
return data and sub1;1equent picture of goose popnlation distribution. 
The lack of uniformity in distribution is even more pronounced 
when band returns from the individual provinces and states are con­
sidered. Hanson and Smith (19.55) cancluded that the kill of geese by 
the natives of Hudson ]ay and James Bay region was no more than ten 
per cent of the geese reaching the breeding grounds in the spring. The 
small number of band returns from the Northwest Territories would sug­
gest this same factor of low native kill may be operative in the small 
Canada geese as well. It is also probable that the return rate on 
bands is somewhat less than the recovery rate on geese. The coastal 
distribution of band returns is probably a phenomenon related to the 
distribution of hllnting efforts in the northern regions rather than a 
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reflection of goose distribution. E. :s. Chamberlain, u. s. Fish and 
Wildlife Service biologist (personal communication, 1960) referring to 
a 1959 report on a waterfowl survey conducted by Chamberlain and Robert 
R. Smith·between 63° :,o• North and 65° oo• North Latitude and 92° 00 1
West to 110° West Longitude pointed out that the majority of geese were 
seen within 200 miles of the coast. A number of earlier aerial sur­
veys by Smith, Sutton, and Sol.man (1951), Wellein, Colls, and Harris 
(1952), Wellein and Newcomb (1953). and Smith and Sutton (1953) in­
dicated that considerable numbers of Canada geese are present inland 
along the Perry, Ellice, and Xugaruk Rivers and especially throughout 
much of the lower Thelon River drainage from Eyeberry Lake to the 
coast. Clarke (1940) stated geese were abundant east of the Thelon 
Game Sanctuary to :Saker Lake and were reported to be abundant on the 
:Sack River. Geese were also reported to be present on the Kazan River and 
Dubawnt Lake. Clarke indicated that P. A. Taverner identified Canada 
geese from the vicinity of Grassy Island on the Thelon River as being 
!· �· leueopareia. Wellein and Newcomb (1953) suggested that the
Canad.a geese they were seeing in their northern survey were 11 probably 
the Lesser". Disregarding the question of subspecies identification 
it would appear the majority of these birds were small Canad.a geese 
and probably segments of the population migrating through the tall­
grass prairie route. From the Keewatin and Franklin Districts in the 
Northwest Territories there are a total of seventeen reported band 
recoveries scattered primarily along the coastal regions from Eskimo 
Point north to Pelly :Say, east to Cape Dorset on Baffin Island, and 
west to Gjoa Haven on King William Island and Sherman Inlet. There 
is a single return from Yatbkyed Lake which represents the most in­
terior Arctic return. The exact location on two of three returns 
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from the :Back River are not given, bat it is believed they probably came 
from near the coast, the other was reported from near Lake Macdougall. 
:Breckenridge (195;) tentatively' identified the Canada geese observed on 
the lower :Baek River as being�. S• parvipes. 
In Manitoba, band returns are received primarily from two locations, 
York Factory Qn the Hudson :Bay Coast and an area north of Winnipeg ly­
ing approximately between the so'llth end of Lake Winnipeg and Lake Man­
itoba. Combined, these two areas contribute more than 83 per cent of 
the Sand Lake and Salt Plains band returns received from Manitoba. The 
distrib�tion of returns does not confirm a migration along the Churchill 
and Nelson Rivers, but it seems reasonable to assume these watercourses 
may funetioa'as migration route stimuli. 
:Band returns from Ontario present a picture of scattered dis­
tribution. Most Ontario returns from Sand Lake and Salt Plains banc!l.ings 
come from the coastal areas of James Bay and Hudson ]ay, from the 
Attawapiskat River north to Fort Severn. Inland through Ontario it 
appears the migration may follow the Severn River in a southwesterly 
direction to the south end of Lake Winnipeg in Manitoba or possibly 
somewhat more sou.therly to the Lake of the Woods on th� Manitoba­
Ontario-Minnesota border. Hochbawn (195.5) noted that in the spring 
"Richardson's gee-se-" migrate- north or no-rth-northeast from the vicinity 
of the Delta Research Station. An alternate route may branch south 
from :Big Trou.t Lake to Lake Nipigon and Lake Su.perior, but the number 
of returns are too few to provide more than a suggestion. 
In Manitoba and Ontario, as well as south through North and South 
Dakota there is a striking similarity in the distribution of band 
returns from Sand Lake banded geese and the distribution of Swan Lake 
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banded geese, as presented by Lynch (1956). This is interesting because 
the Swan Lake returns are presumably from large Canada geese while the 
Sand Lake returns are from small Canada geese. 
The band returns in Alberta and Saskatchewan from small Canada 
geese banded at Sand. Lake and Salt Plains are of interest. Of the five 
geese on which returns were received from these provinces, two were in 
their third ;veal:°• one in the fifth year, one in the seventh year, and 
one in the eighth year of life. Sab-adult wandering, therefore, is 
raled out as an explanation of this western occurrence of tall-grass 
prairie geese. Three of the Saskatchewan returns came from the �uill 
Lakes region north of Regina and represent the only small Canada goose 
band returns from that part of the province. These three returns most 
nearly fit a rather restricted distribu.tion of large Canada goose 
returns to the north. One of the returns in Saskatchewan and the 
single return from Alberta fall into the major area of band returns 
from the short-grass prairie route bandings for the two respective 
provinces and will be discussed in a later section. 
In the following discussion of band return distribution in the 
United States, the data are derived from bandings at Sand Lake 
National Wildlife Refuge, unles.s otherwise stated. 
In North Dakota, band returns from small C0llada geese have been 
received from sixteen counties, but nearly 77 per cent of the state 
returns are from only four counties, (Chart 1). Dickey County lies 
north of the Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuge on the North Dakota­
Sonth Dakota border. The returns in Ramsey County are concentrated 
in the Devils Lake region. an area of numerous large lakes. The 
majority of returns from the state come from the area between these 
two regions. 
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Chart 1. Ooanties eontribating major proportions of band returns from 
Small Canada geese in North Dakota. (From Sand Lake banding 
data, 19.51 - 19.59). 
Per cent of
Countz No 9 of rett1ras Total No. Dakota Returns 
1. Dickey 28 34.1 
2. Ramsey 20 24.4 
3. La Moure 9 11.0 
4. :Barnes ---2 7,3 
Tota;J.. 63 76.8 
Total returns 
in No. Dakota 82 100.0 
4 
3 
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Band returns in South Dakota are distributed over 24 counties, 
but more than 94 per cent of the returns came from only seven counties 
and Brown County alone contributed over 84 per cent of the total state 
returns, (Chart 2). Large reservoirs such as Houghton Reservoir, Fort 
Randall Reservoir, Lewis and Clark Lake, and the series of lakes in the 
vicinity of Lake Preston apparently attract and hold large numbers of 
geese, many of which are subsequently taken by hunters. The di11propor­
tionate number of returns from the vicinity of the Sand Lake refuge in 
Brown County is a noticeable feature of fall migration banding and may 
be, in pa.rt, the result of breaking up of family units, debilitation 
of the birds becaase of trapping and an increased reporting rate as a 
result of the activities of employees of conservation agencies (Atwood 
and Geis, 1960 and Gies and Atwood, 1961). or the interest of hunters 
in an area where large numbers of banded and color-marked birds exist. 
In Nebraska the returns are distributed over 25 counties. Nine 
of these co�ties field about 64 per cent of the state total, (Chart 3). 
For the most part, the distribution of returns in the state closely 
conforms to the Missouri River and the eastern portion of the Platte 
liver with a scattering of records in other southeastern counties. 
Band returns in Kansas are scattered over thirty counties, and 
only two counties have contributed more than two returns each, (Chart 
4). The returns in Harper County are probably the result of the in­
fluence of Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge which lies aboat 
fifteen miles south of the Kansas-Oklahoma border. The three returns 
from Kiowa County are somewhat misleading, since all are 1957 returns, 
and a.re the only returns ever received from this county. In general, 
1957 band returns show a more westerly distribution throughout the 
Canadian provinces and the several states of the tall-grass prairie 
Chart 2. Counties contributing major proportions of band returns from 
Small Canad.a geese in South Dakota. (From Sand Lake banding 
data, 1951 - 1959). 
Coa.n.tz No. 
1. :Brown
2. Kingsbury
:3. Charles Mix 
4. Yankton
s. Clark
6 .• _S_pliik 
1. Union
·Total
Total returns 
in So 1 Dakota 
of returns. 
447 
10 
10 
9 
9 
7 
--1 
499 
52§ 
Per cent of
Total So 1 Dakota Returns 
84.7 
1.9 
1.9 
1.7 
1.7 
1,) 
..l.aJ. 
94.5 
100.0 
6 5 
2 
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Chart 3. Counties contributing major proportions of band returns from 
Small Canada geese in Nebraska. (From Sand Lake banding 
data, 1951 - 1959). 
Per cent of 
County No. of returns Total Nebraska Returns 
1. Dixon 6 13.3 
2. Knox .5 11.1 
'.3. :Burt 5 11.l
4. Nemaha 3 6.7 
.5. Pierce 2 4.4 
6. Platte 2 4.4 
(. Colfax 2 4.4 
8. Otee 2 4.4 
9. Webster _z. 4,4 
Total 29 64.4 
Total returns 
in Nebraska 4S 100 !0 
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Chart 4. Counties contribating �ajor proportion of band returns from 
Small Canada geese in Kansas. ,(From Sand Lake banding data, 
19;1 - 19.59). 
Per cent of 
Count;t No 1 of returns Total Kansas Returns 
1. Harper 5 10.4 
2. Kiowa '.3 6.3 
J. Pottawatomie�Shawnee 4 8.J 
4. Dickinson-Morris 4 8.J
s. McPherson-Harvey 4 s.3
6. . ::Su.t 1 er-Cowley 4 a.:, 
1: Leavenworth 2 4.2 
a�- Cloud. 2 4.2 
9. Lincoln 2 4.2 
10. :Barton ___g � 
Total '.32 66.7 
fotal returns 
in Kansas 48 l00 9;Q 
i----t 6 
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route. The overall pattern of band recovery distribution in the state 
is from the northeast to the south-central area. 
Eand returns from small Canada geese in Missouri are distributed 
over seven cou.ties, b ut two counties provide over 70 per cent of the 
state total, (Chart 5). Holt Couty, in which the Squaw Creek National 
Wildlife Refuge is located, and Chariton County, .in which the Swan Lake 
National Wildlife Refuge is located, both border the Missouri River and 
are areas of goose congregation in the fall. It is of interest that 
eight returns, 47.1 per cent of the state total, are from 1956. This 
is correlated with a general eastern distribution of tall-grass prairie 
returns in 19.56 from Sou.th Dakota to the Red River at the border of 
Oklahoma and Texas. 
�and returns from Sand Lake bandings are distributed over eighteen 
counties in Oklahoma. .Four of these counties contrib11.te more than 76 
per cent of the state total and one. Alfalfa County, alone yields 
nearly 57 per cent of the state total, (Chart 6). The band recovery 
distribution saggests two major migration pathways within the tall­
grass prairie ro11.te across Oklahoma. To the west one pathw8¥ enters 
the state in the vicinity of Alfalfa County, then divides south of 
Alfalfa County with one bran.ch directed southwest to the Waggoner Ranch 
1n Wilbarger Ooanty, Texas and the other branch directed southeast to 
the Tishomingo National Wildlife Refuge, .Johnston County, Oklahoma, or 
the Hagerman National Wilttli�! Refuge, Grayson Oounty, Texas. To the 
east, another pathway enters the state in the vicinity of Osage County 
and is directed nearly due south to the Tishomingo or Hagerman refuges. 
Band returns and eolor-mark reports from geese trapped at the Salt 
Plains refuge from 1957 to 1959 lend sappert to the hypothesized path� 
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Chart 5. Counties contributing major proportions of band returns from 
Small Canada geese in Missouri. (From Sand Lake banding data 
returns, 1951 - 1959). 
County 
1. Holt
2. Chariton
Total
Total returns 
from Missouri 
No. of returns 
12 
17 
Per cent of 
Total Missouri Returns 
41.2 
29.4 
70.6 
100.0 
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Chart 6. Counties contributing major proportions of band returns from 
Small Canada geese in Oklahoma. (From Sand Lake banding data, 
19,51 - 1959). 
Per cent of 
Countl No. of returns Total Oklahoma Returns 
l. .Alfalfa 46 56.8 
2. Johnston 6 7.4 
:,. :Blaine s 6.2 
4. Osage _..s. 6,2 
Total 62 76 • .5 
Total returns 
in Oklahoma §1 100.0 
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Chart 7. Counties contributing major proportions of band returns from 
Small Canada geese in Texas. (From Sand Lake banding data, 
19.51 - 1959). 
County 
l. Matagorda
2. l3razoria
3. Nueces
4. Calhoun
.5. Wharton 
6. Refugio
r'·• Xleberg 
�··� Wi:_:l;+a.01 
9 • Cameron. 
10. Colorado
11. Aransas
Total
Total .returns 
i Texas··  
No, of returns 
36 
31 
30 
26 
22 
21 
14 
14 
13 
10 
_]& 
227 
Per cent of 
Total Texas Returns 
11.7 
10.1 
9.8 
8 • .5 
7.1 
6.8 
4�.5 
4 • .5 
4.1 
3.3 
3.3 
73.7 
100 0 
'70 
0 • 
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ways with no returns reported from either northeastern Oklahoma or Soll.th-
eastern Kansas. However, 93 per cent of the returns from Salt Plains 
bandings in Oklahoma come from the county of banding, Alfalfa, and the 
only return which is not from this or adjoining counties is a single 
return from Comanche County which lies in the southwest branch of the 
western pathway. The Kansas returns from Salt Plains banding come from 
Barber and Bartan Counties, dne north of Salt Plains. The only Oklahoma 
return from geese banded at Tishomingo is from Alfalfa County and the 
single return from Kansas is from Harvey County, nearly due north of 
Tishominga. This does not imply that geese migrating through north-
eastern Kansas are restricted to the eastern pathway in Oklahoma, for 
geese banded at both Swan Lake and Sqaaw Creek in Missouri have been 
. . 
reJ?orted from Alfalfa County. Also, there are noticeable differences 
in.the yea:r to year distribution of band returns from geese banded at 
the Sand Lake refuge and recovered south of that point. It would 
appear that the cycles of wet and dry years in the tall-grass prairies 
may influence the distribution of returns year to year. This will be 
discussed more fully in a later section. 
In Texas, band returns are distributed over 44 counties, but eleven 
counties yield over 73 per cent of the state total, (Chart 7). These 
eleven counties are included in the Coastal Prairie (Tharp, 1952) and 
only two, Colorado and Wharton Cou.nties, do not border the Gulf of 
Mexico. This is the primary wintering area of the small Canada geese 
of the tall-grass prairie migration route. The route from the Red 
River to the coast appears to be directed nearly due south to the 
Brazo• River �oath of Waco then southeastward to the Colorado River in 
the vicinity of Eagle Lake s and from there to and along the coast. 
Residents of Cameron state that large flocks pass over and to the east 
in the fall and occasionally stop on or near the river. Along most of 
the Texas Coast, excepting Colorado and Wharton Counties, during the 
wintering season, the geese appear to be confined to a narrow belt ex­
tending abou.t thirty' miles inland and the majority of returns are from 
a coastal strip of slightly more than half this width. Following the 
close of the hunting season, the majority of small Canada geese were 
still found in this coastal belt, bu.t the flocks were smaller and more 
evenly d:tstribu.ted. The amount of precipitation appears to have con­
siderable influ.enee on the dispersion of geese along the coast; the 
geese being widely scattered in wet years and closely congregated in 
d.ry years. 
Of the thirteen returns from Mexico •. twelve are from Tamau.lipas 
and one from the vicinity of Tampico, Vera Cruz. Eleven of the returns 
in Tamaulipas are distributed along the coast within about sixty miles 
of Matamoros. The exception was ta.ken on the Soto la Marina, 125 miles 
sou.th of Matamoros. It is of interest that five of the returns (38.5 
per cent) are from 1956, including the most sou.therly returns from 
Vera Cruz and the Soto la Marina. 
The Short-Grass Prairie Route. The boundaries of the short-grass 
prairie route are postulated on the basis of l,-480 band returns cov­
ering a period from 1951 to 1960 (Appendix I, 3-4). The majority of 
the1:1e returns are from ,Canada geese banded at Two Buttes Reservoir, 
:Sa.ea County, Colorado by the Colorado Game and Fish Department, 
Table 10. In addition to the band returns there are about ten re• 
ported sightings of Canada geese color-marked at the Waggoner Ranch 
in the springs of 1958 and 1959. 
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Table 10. Nwnber of Returns )y Year From Small Oanada Geese :Bandai 
at Stations in the Short-grass Prairie. 
Year Two l3u.ttes Waggoner Muleshoe 
Recovered Reservoir Ranch N! W. R. Total 
19,Sl 81 81 
1952 180 180 
1,s, 243 24) 
19.54 167 16? 
1955 1)7 3 140 
1956 145 16 1,1 
1957 116 2.$ 141 
1958 144 :32 176 
1959 151 '' 2 186 
1260 s .i 
Total 1364 114 2 1480 
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The distribution of band returns from Canada geese banded in 
the short-grass prairie route does not present a picture of so s�p]¥ 
a defined rou.te as that observed in. the tall-grass prairie. Grieb, 
(1960 and 1961) has depicted the major route of the Arkansas Valley 
Canada Goose flock as extending south from a "staging area"• in 
Alberta and Saskatchewan. through north-central to .southeastern Montana, 
eastern Wyoming, .sou.thwestern South Dakota, western Nebraska east to 
about North Platte, eastern Colorado, the western edge of Kansas north­
eastern and east-central New Mexico, the Panhandle of Oklah.oma, and. the 
Panhandle of Texas sou.th to about Mu.leshoe and, east! to the Waggoner 
Ranch. The •sti1ging area11 , of Grieb, (1961) is an area where geese 
migrating from breeding grounds in the north gather in the fall prior 
to the major migration soathward. _In th.e short-grass prairie route 
this a:'ea is situated approxiinately between the North and South Sas­
katchewan Rivers west of a line from North Battleford to Swift Current, 
Saskatchewan and east of a line from Edmonton to Medicene Hat, Alberta. 
The wintering area of the Arkansas Valley Canada goose flock is de ... 
picte4 by Grieb (1961) as being that portion of the migration route 
situated in southeastern Colorado, the entirety of the route in New 
Mexico and Texas and a small area along the North Platte River in 
Neb;raska. 
The distribution of band returns by states and provinces from 
sinall Canad.a geese banded at the Two :Buttes Reservoir and the Waggoner 
Ranch are presented in Tables 11 and 12. The data in Table ll differ 
from that presented by Grieb ( 1961) primari]¥ in that it provides a 
breakdown of returns from the Northwest Territories. In the short­
grass prairie route the clumping in the distribution of band returns 
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Table 11. Distribution of 1,363 :Sand. Returns From Small Canada Geese 
:Sanded a\ Two :Buttes Reservoir, Colorad.0 1 1951-1959.* 
No.! J:>( Re\urns Per.Cent 
C,ma.d.a 216 .52.1 
MacKenzie 32 2.3 
Franklin 4 • .3
Alberta 461 33.8 
Saskatchewan 216 1.5.8 
Manitoba 2 .2 
British Columbia l .1 
United States 646 47.4 
Montana 8 .6 
North Dakota l .1 
South Dakota 11 .a 
Idaho 6 .; 
Wyoming 7 . • 5
Kansas 5 .J
Oklahoma. 9 .6
Utall l .1
Nebraska 75 5.$ 
Colorado '.399 29.3 
Nevada 5 •) 
New Mexico 17 1.2 
Texas 88 6.5 
Arizona 2 .2 
Washington l .l 
Oregon 3 .2 
California 1 .5 
Iowa 1 .l 
Mexico l .l 
Sonora l t! 
Total 136:3 100. 
* Spring :Sanding
15 
Table 12. Distribution of 114 Band Returns From Small Canad.a Geese 
Banded at the Waggoner Ranch, Vernon, Texas, 1955-1959.* 
Canada 
Keewatin 
Franklin 
MacKenzie 
Ontario 
Alberta 
Saskatchewan 
United States 
Montana 
North Dakota 
Sout'.b,. Dakota 
Neoraslta 
Kansas· 
Oklahoma 
Colorado 
Texas 
Total 
• Spring Banding 
No, of Returns 
80 
1 
l 
1 
26 
43 
34 
1 
1 
2 
4 
2 
13 
114 
Per Cent 
70.2 
.9 
7.0 
.9 
.9 
22.8 
37.7 
29.8 
.9 
.9 
1.8 
/ ).;5. 4.4 
( 1.7 5.3 
11.4 
100. 
76 
8 
.5 
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from a relatively few areas is perhaps even more noticeable than the 
same phenomenon in the tall-grass prairie ·route. Two provinces and 
three states• Alberta, Saskatchewan, Colorado• Nebraska, and Texas 
yield nearly 91 per cent of the band returns :from Canada geese banded 
at the Two iuttes Reservoir. The :first three of these areas alone 
contribute nearly 79 per cent of the band returns from this station. 
The distribution of band returns :from small Canada geese banded at 
the Waggoner Ranch is somewhat similar with Alberta, Saskatchewan, 
and Texas contributing nearly 72 per cent of the returns from this 
latter banding station ani Franklin, Colorado, and Kansas contributing 
an additional 16.7 per cent :for a total return of over 88 per cent 
from three states and three provinces. 
As proposed by Grieb (1961), the short-grass prairie route has 
a breadth of about three degrees longitude in Alberta and Saskaten.ewan, 
then narrows slightly southeastward. across the northern United States 
to Nebraska., then broadens to about five degrees longitude through 
Nebraska and Colorado, and to about seven degrees longitude in north­
ern Texas and northeastern New Mexico. Except for the southern 
terminus at the Waggoner Ranch, Vernon, Texas, this route lies essen­
tially west of the lOOth meridian. A scattering of returns along the 
major watercourses east of the lOOth meridian represents 'bhe limited 
invasion of the tall-grass prairie route by birds from the west. 
There are a considerable number of returns west of the Rocky 
Mountains from geese banded at the Two Buttes Reservoir. There is no 
simple explanation for this :far western distribution. The returns 
are widely scattered. but relatively uniform in number from year to 
year, which would. appear to rule out annual weather phenomena. In 
?7 
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part, the distribution resembles that presented by Kozlik, et al. (1959) 
for lesser snow geese and Ross• geese banded near Tulelake, California, 
Of interest are the three returns from geese banded in 1926 on the Old 
Crow River, Yukon and reported by Lincoln (1927). These returns are all 
in the year of banding and are from Clairmont, Alberta; Rupert, Idaho; 
and Washoe Lake, Nevada. That these are probably small Canada geese is 
suggested by the measurements provided by Irving (1960), from geese taken 
in the Old Crow �egion. A number of the Two :Sattes returns.come from 
areas in which large Canada geese are normally taken and it may be that 
some small Canada geese.crippled in the staging area, linger on until 
forced. south 'by inclement weather, tllen join the flocks of large 
Canada geese which are migrating at that time. It is also possible that 
some of these birds are large Canada geese which wandered south in the 
short-grass prairie route during a previous year and were mistakenly 
banded as small Canada geese. There is perhaps no other area in the 
United States where an error in identification of large and small 
Canada geese can be as easily made as in the short-grass prairie route 
of the Central F11Way. 
Grieb (1961) discussed all of the small Canada geese of the short­
grass prairie route as members of a single flock, the Arkansas 'Valley 
Canada goose flock, Without wishing to seem pedantic, this use of the 
term "!lock11 to describe the several variants of small Canada geese 
wintering from western Nebraska to northern Texas seems somewhat in­
appropriate. That there is some shifting about by the wintering geese 
:from the Waggoner Ranch to Two :Buttes and even to Nebrasla=J. is probable. 
On the basis of band return distribution 1 it also appears probable that 
many of the small Canada geese banded at Two :Buttes and the Waggoner 
Ranch use a common migration rou.te during the southward migration to the 
wintering grounds. However t the distribution of band returns from geese 
banded at the two stations would suggest that there are also many of 
these wintering geese which do not share this common route. 
In the Northwest Territories, the returns from geese banded at the 
Waggoner Ranch are distributed east from Cambridge :Say on Victoria 
Island and Kent Peninsula on the mainland to the southeastern coastal 
area of Victoria Island and Queen Mau.cl Gulf. Relatively few of the 
returns in the Northwest Territories from geese banded at Two Buttes 
come from the coastal regions or .Arctic Islands and these few a.re dis­
tributed from Cambridge :Say westward to the MacKenzie River delta. 
The majority of far northern returns from geese banied at Two :Buttes 
are distributed along the MacKenzie River from Little Chicago south 
to Fort Norman. From data provided by Smith and Safranek (1950), 
Smith, Sutton. and Solman (1951), Smith and Sutton (1952) (1954), 
Lincoln (1927), and Irving (1960), it would appear that the migration 
of small Canad.a geese of the short-grass prairie route begins north 
of the Canadian provinces as far east as Queen Maud Gulf, and as far 
west as MacKenzie Bay and the Old Crow Flats. The main route then 
probably lies in the MacKenzie River Valley and is supplemented by a 
pathway from the coast in the vicinity of Great Bear Lake. From this 
area the migration south may be over a rather broad front including 
the MacKenzie River Valley and most of the lakes and watercourses be­
tween Great Bear Lake and Great Slave Lake. South of Great Slave 
Lake to the "staging area" there is essentially a blank in the dis­
tribution of band returns from small Canada geese banded in the short­
grass prairie. It seems probable that the migration is southward 
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along the Slave River to Lake Athabaska. then sou.th along the Athabaska 
River, through the numerous lakes and watercourses to the ''staging area" 
in Saskatchewan and Alberta. 
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In the "staging area", the east and west inclination in the distrib-. 
ation of band returns from geese banded at the Waggoner Ranch and Two 
:Suttee, respectively, is even more apparent than in the Arctic (Tables 
11 and 12). Considering the returns on small Canada geese in Alberta 
and. Saskatchewan alone it is foW'.l.d that 68.1 per cent of the 677 re ... 
turns from Two l3uttes bandings come from Alberta. On the other hand, 
of 69 returns in these two provinces from geese banded at the Waggoner 
Ranch, 62.3 per cent came from Saskatchewan. 
Grieb (1961) suggested that the migration sou.th from the staging 
area is accomplished essentially in one non-stop flight to the winter­
ing area in wes�ern Nebraska, southeastern Colorado. and northwestern 
Texas. The distribution of band ret\ll'l!ls from geese banded at both the 
Waggoner Ranch and at Two :Buttes would tend to substutiate this pro­
posal so far as the major migration is eoncerned. However, a scatter­
ing of returns of Two Buttes bands along the Missouri River in Montana, 
North Dakota, and South Dakota suggests that some short-grass prairie 
birds migrate east and sou.th along this maJor watercourse te the 
western edge of the tall-grass prairie route, but that relatively few 
penetrate the more eastern route. !and return. data suggest these 
birds drift sou.th to the Platte River, the Arkansas River, or possibly 
enter the western pathway of the tall-grass prairie route through 
Oklahoma and from these points feed back into the short-grass prairie 
route. Conversely, there are returns from geese banded at the Waggoner 
Ranch which fall well within the tall-grass prairie route. Moreover, 
the distribution of these returns is the same as the distribution of 
returns from geese banded in the tall-grass prairie. This suggests 
that the occurrence of these Waggoner Ranch bands is not the result of 
a penetration from the west, but that they are a component of the tall� 
grass prairie migration. This will be discussed in the section on 
areas of intermingling. 
The physical features correlated with the distribution of band 
returns in the short-grass prairie are essentially the same as those 
observed in the tall-grass prairie. Large reservoirs and major water­
courses. together with state and federal refuges and a few private land­
holdings, offer the only areas in which the geese can be relatively 
free from molestation during the hunting season. Thus, during the 
hunting season these areas become islands of goose habitat and an­
naall;v support large congregations. The fields observed to be fre­
quented by flocks of small Canada geese in the wintering areas of the 
short-grass prairie were primarily green winter wheat and harvested 
wheat or grain sorghum. In all eases these fields offered a high 
degree of visibility to feeding or resting flocks. In general the 
physiognomy of these areas of actaal use appear little different from 
situations in which small Canada geese are found in the tall-grass 
prairie. 
Perhaps the best example of a nearly complete refuge for Canada 
geese in the short-grass prairie route is the half-million acre Waggoner 
Ranqh, near Vernon, Texas. During some years as many as 55,000 Canada 
geese may spend a major portion of the winter on this ranch (Grieb, 
1961). Only a limited amount of hunting, primarily to guests, is per­
mitted. and judging from the number of band returns from the ranch the 
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take is relatively small. Thousands of acres of winter wheat in open 
fields provide abundant pasturage and numerous small ponds, as well 
as Santa Rosa Lake, provide roosting and resting areas. The large 
congregations of wintering Canada geese on the Waggoner Ranch create 
some problems, the most serious being competition with cattle for 
winter pasture. Moderate methods of harrassment such as attempted 
herding with ground vehicles and aircraft in an effort to move the 
geese off the ranch have been relatively unsuccessful. The extent 
of the ranch is so great that the general effect of this harrassment 
has been only to move the geese from field to field, but seldom beyond 
the ranch boundaries. 
Areas of oo..:mingling. Throughout the length of the migration roates 
small Canada geese of the tall-grass prairie and the short-grass prai­
rie show little tendency to mingle. This same phenomenon is a char­
acteristic of the geese on wintering areas as well. The majority of 
the tall-grass prairie geese winter far to the east and south of the 
short�grass prairie birds. Geese using the wintering areas on the 
Waggoner Ranch, however, appear to provide an exception to this 
general picture. The number of returns from geese banded in the tall­
grass prairie and recovered on the Waggoner Ran.ch is small, though 
this might be expected because of the slight amount of hunting per­
mitted on the ranch. Also, the only known record of a color-mark 
Qriginating in the tall-grass prairie and observed on the Waggoner 
Ranch was a black and white collar originating from the Sand Lake 
Refuge in the fall of 195? and found lying on the shore of Santa Rosa 
Lake in mid-February, 1958. This lack of color-mark sightings is 
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also to be expected for this flock receives little intensive observa­
tion du.ring the wintering period. 
Perhaps the best evidence establishing the mixed character of the 
flock wintering on the Waggoner Ranch is the number and distribution 
of band returns of geese banded on the ranch and recovered in the tall­
grass prairie� Of the 114 band returns available for analysis, seven­
teen or about fifteen per cent are located in the tall-grass prairie 
route. Not only are the returns in the more eastern route, but they 
are distributed over the same areas from which returns are received 
from small Canada geese banded in the tall-grass prairie., In addition 
to the band returns from the tall-grass prairie there are also three 
observations of the Waggoner Ranch color-codes in this same route. A 
goose bearing the color code used on Waggoner Ranch geese in the spring 
of 1958 was observed and subsequently shot by a hunter in the fall of 
1958 at Salt Plains, Oklahoma. On March 18, 1959, Mr. R. L. Means, 
Refuge Manager, Kirwin National Wildlife Management Area, Phillipsburg, 
Kansas, observed a Waggoner Ranch color-code which was used on geese 
banded in February, 1959. On March 19, 1959 the author observed a 
color-mark from the same banding at the Salt Plains Refuge. Also, in 
the latter instance, three other geese in the flock of approximately 
100 were observed to be leg-banded ., Though it may be stretching the 
point, the presence of a color-marked bird plus three leg-banded birds 
suggests that this entire flock may' have been composed of Waggoner 
Ranch birds on their northward migration. 
Another phenomenon which suggests mingling on the Waggoner Ranch 
of small Canada geese from the tall-and short-grass prairie routes is 
the intermediate position in size and proportions of Waggoner Ranch 
birds compared. to the geese from the tall-grass prairie, as represented. 
by a sample from Salt Plains, Oklahoma, and the short-grass prairie, as 
represented by a sample from Two Buttes, Colorado, Figure 9. It is rec­
ognized that these samples are small and therefore the possibility of 
spurious comparisons is an inherent danger. In addition the sample from 
Salt Plains is from a migrating population while the other two samples 
are from wintering popu.lations. Also, the sample from the Waggoner 
Ranch is not strictly comparable to the other two in that it is obtained 
from the previou.s migration period. H.owever, a sample from Salt Plains 
geese during the fall of 1958 is not appreciably different than the 1959
sample (Table 13) and thus, the comparison is not necessarily invalid. 
Critical measurements of the geese trapped and banded at Two Buttes for 
the 7ears prior to 1960 are not available. The data in Figure 9 is 
merely snggest�ve. It is believed the data presented do provide a gen­
eral approximation of the relationships between the popu.lations of geese 
included, but mu.ch larger samples are needed for a critical analysis of 
these pop'lllations. The data in Figure 9 indicate that there is a eon-
. siderable difference in size and proportions between geese handled at 
Two Buttes and at Salt Plains. This has been discussed, in part, in 
the earlier section concerning systematics. In the samples presented 
there is slightly less than )2 per cent overlap in the given measure­
ments of geese from the two aforementioned stations. The measurements 
of the Waggoner Ranch sample lie essentially mid-w� between the other 
two samples with a 66 per cent overlap in the Waggoner Ranch-Salt Plains 
populations and. slightly less than 73 per cent overlap in the Waggon,er 
. Ranch-'l'wo Battee popal.ations. There is a noticeable break in the series of 
eulmen length measurements at slightly under 40 mm. In this particular 
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Table 13. A Co�parison of Cu.lmen Lengths of Adalt Small Canada Geese 
in SOO!}ples From Stations in the Tall-grass Prairie and the 
Short-grass Prairie. 
Station 
Salt Plains 
(Fall, 19.57) 
Salt Plains 
(Fall, 19.58) 
Salt Plains 
(Fall, 1959) 
Tishomingo 
(Fall, 1958) 
Waggoner Ranch 
(Spring, 19.59) 
Two :Su.ttes 
(Spring, 1960) 
Number in 
Sample 
22 
13 
22 
3.5 
2.5 
19 
Average 
Cu.lmen 
Length 
42.8. 
Calmen Calmen 
Less than 40 mm, Greater than 4e mm. 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
17 77 .5 23 
11 85 2 1.5 
20 91 9 
32 91 9 
13 52 12 48 
4 21 1.5 79 
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38.2 
36.2 
36.3 2 
36 .. 9 3 
39.4 
case it is perhaps apparent becaase of the small samples. H0wever, 
examinati0n of small Canada geese in the tall-grass prairie during 1957, 
1958, and 1959 tndieates that the maJority of individuals have a oalmen 
length of less than 40 mm. The one sample of wintering geese from Two 
!attes, in the short-grass prairie, indicates the ma,Jority of these
indlvid.uals have a cul.men length greater than 4e mm. Table 1:3 provides 
a comparison between relative numbers of small Canad.a geese having a 
ealmen length greater than or less than 40 mm. from stations in the 
tall- and short-grass prairies. Again, the measurements of individuals 
from the Wacgoner Ranch are distribatet in a nearly equal number above 
and below 40 mm. However, this is not intended to imply that the win­
teriag flock on the Wacgoner Ranch is composed of equal numbers of tall­
and short-grass prairie birds. 
The number of tall-grass prairie geese involved in the mingling 
on the Waggoner Ranch. ean be estimated, but the n:amber of variables 
and biasses included. in such an estimate make it a very gross type 
of approxlmatien. Crissey (1955) has painted out that banding of win­
tering flocks can provide for a "rough measure of volwne of movement". 
From the observations of the au.thor. the wintering flock on the 
Wa.ggoner Raneh_has varied in number from an estimated 25,000 in 1957 
upwari to about 40,000 in 1959 and was reported as SS,000 in 1960 
(Grieb, 1961). A.a pointed ou:ti, of the total returns from Waggoner 
Ranch-bande4 geese about fifteen per cent are believed to represent 
returns from the tall-grass prairie segment. If this average percent­
age is reasonably valid, then the average number of tall-grass prairie 
geese wintering on the Waggoner Ranch from the spring of 1957 through 
the spring of 1960 has been about 5,6�0 per year and varied from about 
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3,000 to over 8,000. This estimate would be valid only if the recovery 
rate on geese and return rate on bands were the same in both routes. if 
the proportion of tall-grass prairie geese varied directly with varia­
tion in nrunbers of the total wintering flock 1 and if the banded sample 
represented a tru.e cross-section of the segments of the wintering popu­
lation. 
Some data are available to provide an estimate of differential 
recovery rate between geese banded. at Sand Lake, Sou.th Dakota �d Two 
Buttes, Colorado. The data from Sand Lake are known to be incomplete 
and may contain some inaccuracies and Grieb (1961) has pointed out 
that the Two .Butte& d.ata are neither complete nor accurat�. For a 
critical evaluation of mortality and the assembling of life tables 
these sources of potential error would be important. However, they 
are probably too small to affect materially the estimates given here • 
.Based on five individ�l years• data, Sand Lake has .an average first 
year recover1 rate of abou.t. seventeen per cent as opposed to an aver­
age first year reeover7 rate based on seven individual 7ears of about 
ten per cent from geese banded at Two :Su.ttes. On the other hand, the 
gross accumulated recoverr at Sand Lake for seven eonsec�tive years 
is 23.8 per cent while for Two :Buttes the gross aecwnulated recovery 
bas.ad on_ nine consecutive years presented by Grieb (1961) is 28.8 per 
cent. These estimates are not weighted for differential return rate 
between the two routes. It is believed the somewhat higher average 
first year recovery rate for geese banded at Sand Lake is possibl, 
the result.of trapping during the fall migration. The high first-. 
year recovery rate of geese banded at Sand Lake is apparently offset 
by an average recovery rate thereafter which is somewhat lower than 
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that from geese banded at Two Buttes, so that the accumulated recovery 
over a per:i.od of time is quite similar at both stations. 
Considering the general phenotypic differences between small Canada 
geese of the tall-grass prairie route and the short-grass prairie route 
and the essentially discrete ranges, which include differences in cli­
matic and edaphic factors, it seems reasonable to assume that the 
variation in numbers of geese in the two routes is an independent phe­
nomenon� Thus, the number of tall-grass prairie geese wintering on the 
Waggoner Ranch would tend to vary independently of variation in the 
total numbers wintering on the Eanch. Therefore, the use of an average 
recovery rate is not clearly justified. 
The wintering population on the Waggoner Ranch is often divided 
into two or three, or more, �locks •. It is therefore possible, in fact, 
probable that in some years the geese banded represent only a sample 
from one of these flocks and. may not be truly representative of the 
entire wintering popu..lation. What effect this bias in sampling might 
have on the present recovery data is not known. 
Effects of Weather on Distribution 
The previous sections have described the broad outlines of the two 
major migration routes of small Canada geese in the Central Flyway. It 
should not be assumed that each ye� �mall Canada geese migrate south 
in a broad front including all of the area between the boundaries of a 
route. In a general way the routes illustrated indicate only that the 
migration of geese will be somewhere within these boundaries. Hochbaum 
(1955) proposed that although Canada geese show a strong attachment to 
specific breeding areas they are quite elastic in their use of migration 
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routes and wintering areas. The u.se by waterfowl of watercourses as 
migration pathwa,-s is often pronounced (Bellrose, 1951), and in the 
tall-grass prairie some of the small Canada geese show a definite ten­
d.ency to follow the Missouri River for that part of the soathward migra­
tion extending from sou.th.eastern Sou.th Dakota to northeastern Kansas and 
northwestern Missouri. Also, Lincoln (19.SO) and .Bellrose (19.51) have 
pointed ou.t that waterfowl do .not hesitate to leave watercourses and 
migrate overland.. This overland migration is perhaps the most comm.on 
phenomenon of small Canada goose movement in the tall-grass prairie, 
for here the major drainage is essentially at right angles to the 
migration rou.te. .The migration pattern along rivers is restricted in 
scope as a resu.lt of the continu.ou.s PB,N'Siognomic feature to which the 
birds are oriented. Thu.s, ;rear after 7ear, though it ma;r vary in 
magniinule, the migration has a constant pattern in space. .On the .other 
head, in overland migration biris are probably offered only discon­
tinuu or.ientation stimu.li sa. that the migration takes place over a 
broader spaee and is directed. in a general way by traditional land­
marks. In a lengthy migration system some of these land.marks may also 
function as areas of congregation.. .Hoehbawn (19.5.5}
1 
has proposed that 
relatively few-land.marks �e necessary as "cues" to orient migrating 
waterfowl over long distances of travel. Kramer (19..$2) and Matthews 
(1955) have demonstrated that some birds are apparently capable of 
using the se to orient thei.r relative position in migration. Thu, 
even overland the migration roate of a popu.lation segment will have, 
when mapped• somewhat restricted boedaries appearing, su.perfieiall7, 
as a broad r.iver. Insofar as the landmarks function as areas of con­
gregation, hence hab11iat, their valu can be expected to vary from 
7ear to year or period to period. 
Of all the factors in.flu.eneing the value of habitat for a given 
species, the foremost probably is weather. Inasmuch as weather can af­
fect the componental value of a species habitat it is axiomatic that it 
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can also affect the distribu.tion of a species. On a river-oriented migra-
tion route weather effects, as related to distribution, probably have 
only a mo�erate influence. In an overland route, especially through the 
southern Great Plains, many of the landmarks, particularly those r.e­
lated. to feod and water, lack the permanency of eharactei- observed,in a 
maJor watercourse and., therefore, weather inf'lu.ences a.re ·often m�kei. 
The year 1956 clim�ed a five-year drought perioi in the central 
and soo:taern Great Plains (Weather :Su.reau, 1957). .Severely affected by 
the drought were portions of Nebraska, eastern Oolora.do, western Kansas, 
western Oklahoma, western Texas, and. New Mexico. In Ok.la.homa the cu.­
mulative effect of four years of sub-normal precipitation was inten­
sified by a final drought ;rear (19.56) in which precip�tat:ton in the 
north-central and vest-eentral_port�ons of the state averaged less .than 
fifty- per cent of the . long-term mean (Weather :Bureau., 1956- a) • . The
result was loss of crops. pasture, and water reserves over most of. 
western Oklahoma. 
Paralleling the drought period in Oklahoma, and covering approxi­
mately the same length of time, was a steady decrease in peak population 
nwnbers of Canada geese congre,ga�ing du.ring the fall migration at the 
Salt Plains National Wildlife Refuge, Oklahoma (Figure 10) • .  From a 
high of slightly_over 26,000 in the fall of 1951 the peak numbers 
dwindled to about 6,00Q in the fall of 1956. A similar·deorease in 
. . : :. . . . : . . 
- . 
numbers during the same general period was observed at the Sand Lal;e 
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National Wildlife Refuge, So�th Dakota. The magnitude of the decrease 
'\t Sand Lake was perhaps more dramatic than at Salt Plains becau.se of 
the nu.mbers involve� From a high of abou.t 48,000 birds at Sand Lake in 
the fall of 1949, the :peak population decreased to a low of about 10,000 
birds in 1954 �d thereafter rose only to about 14,ooo in 1956. In 
January of 1955, Herbert H. Dill, then refuge manager at Sand Lake, 
submitted a memorandum to the director, Region :3, l3u.reau. of Sport 
Fisheries and Wild.life, expressing concern for the welfare of the small 
Canada geese migrating through the Sand Lake area. In data presented 
in. the memC!>ran.dwn, Dill illu.strated that small Canada geese accounted 
for more than eighty per cent of the total Can.ad.a goose peak popu.la­
tions on the Sand Lake Refuge. A survey of the Sand Lake Refuge 
narrative reports for the same peri(!)d indicates the small Canada geese 
accounted for something over ninety per cent of the kill of all Canada 
geese. On April 18, 1955, ih reply to a request from the director, 
Region 2, Bureau. of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife for hunter kill in­
for1nation on Canada geese at Salt Plains, John B •. Van den Akker, then 
refuge manager, estimated that 275 of 870, or about 32 per cent of the 
Canada gee$e killed in the vicinity of Salt Plains in 1954 were small 
Canada geese. Though no estimate of the numbers of small Canada geese 
at Salt Plains was given, Van den Akke:r pointed out in the September­
December refuge narrative report for 1954 that small Canad.as made up 
a smaller proportion of the refuge flock than in previous years. The 
reasons offered for the d.ecrease in population numbers of small 
Canada geese at Salt Plains and Sand Lake were many, but most emphasis 
was on two fa�ters. hanting and weather. 
In 1957 the drought in the central and southern Great Plains ended. 
In the vicinity of the Salt Plains Refuge the end of the drought brought 
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improved pasture conditions, excellent grain crops, a full reservoir, 
and as evidenced in Figure 10, a dramatic increase in the peak popula-
tion of Canada geese congregating on the refuge during the fall migration. 
This increase at Salt Plains is reflected in the increased total for the 
system of five refuges, Salt Plains, Tishomingo, Hagerman, Aransas, and 
Laguna Atascosa (Figure 10). It should be emphasized that this total is 
an average index figure of all Canada geese of all races censused on the 
above refuges during a given one week period, not the total populations 
ef Canada geese wintering in the tall-grass prairie. In some years it 
is probable th.at as many geese winter off the refuges as on them. This 
rapid increase in Canad.a goose numbers present at Salt Plains and in 
the total system of southern tall-grass prairie refuges following the 
end of the drought would suggest that the o'bserved decline at Salt 
Plains was the result of a weather-b.flu.enced. distribat.ion change rather 
than an actual loss in population numbers. 
The Northern Great Plains, which includes Sand Lake, in 1955 expe­
rienced the beginning of a drought period. which, with short periods of 
temporary relief, extends to the present time. Thus, the continuing 
low numbers of Canad.a geese congregating at Sand Lake Jll81' also be the 
result of weather-inflaenced distribation changes. Data available for 
analysis are 1tot ad.ectu.ate to provide a definitive statement on the 
reason for the decline in Sand Lake population from 1949 to 1955. A 
suggested heaV7 and disportionate kill on small Canada geese at Sand 
Lake does not seem consistent with observations of Canad.a goose flocks 
at refuges in Oklahoma and Texas where. since 1957, numbers of all 
Canada geese are higher than at 8.nT time in the past and, since 1954, 
the proportion of small Canad.a has apparently increased. In the 
September-December 19.54 Tishomingo refuge narrative, Earl w. Craven 
stated, "We noted a. definite increase in the number of smaller Canada 
geese in the peak concentration this 7ea:r. Mr. Van den Ak:k:er at Salt 
Plains advised u.s that their concentration at this time was pred.ominantl7 
the large birds. but the reverse was true at this station." In 19.5.5 
Mr. Craven noted that, "•••o approximatel7 sevent7 per cent of the geese 
(Oanadas) were the smaller Oanadas.", and again in 1956 stated that, 
•And again we noted a great preponderance of the smaller Canada geese
in the Refuge concentration, probabJ.T ninety per cent of the total." 
Du.ring 19.57, 19.58, and 19.59 the proportions of small Canad.a in the peak: 
populatio:m.s were approximatel7 the same as those noted in 19.56. At 
Salt Plains the narrative reports ind.icate the proportion of small 
Canad.a geese in the peak p0pu.lations between 1953 and 1957 flu.ctuated 
from SO to "IS per cent of all Canad.a geese. Estimates by the au.th.or 
at Salt Plains in 1957, 1958 and 19.59 fixed the preportians of small 
Canad.a geese in the peak populations at 90 to 99 per cent. In fa.ct. 
in actual au.mbers • observations since 195'7 at Salt Plains and Tisho­
mingo woul(l suggest a declining population of large Canad.a geese. It 
should be noted, however. that as a result of the present stud.7, begin­
ning in 19;7, there has been an emphasis on the critical distinction of 
small Canada geese and this may have resulted in the apparent propor­
tionate increase of small Clan.ad.a geese rather tha:n an a.etual change in. 
the ratios. Whatever the true situation may be concerning proportions 
of the large and small Canad.a geese in the past, at present all evidence 
points to a Canad.a goose population in the tall-grass prairie that is 
stable at a relativel7 high number or slightlT increasing and that con­
tains at least ninety per cent small Canada geese. There is no 
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evidence to support the hypothesis that this popu.lation, as a whole, has 
been materially reduced in total number. On. the other hand, this should 
not be construed to mean that individual segments of this population have 
not been or are not being decimated by various mortality factors. Data 
of a sufficiently critical nature to analyze the population dynamics of 
individual segments of the tall-grass prairie population are not avail­
able. 
If it is valid to assume that there has been no appreciable loss in 
the population of tall-grass prairie geese then it would seem proper to 
consider weather-influenced distributional changes as an explanation of 
the observed decline in small Canada goose numbers in the south-central 
United States. If the distribution of Canada geese in the migration 
through the tall-grass prairie changed during the drought period b. the 
sau.thern Great Plains a qu.estion :l.s posed as ta what challges in distrib­
ution were effected. 
:Band. retarn distr.ibution in Oklahoma by year and coaty, from geese 
banded. at Sand Lake are illastrated in Figures 11, 12, and 1:,. :Based on 
band return data received from the Region J office. :Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and. Wildlife, no Sand Lake bands were recovered. in Oklahoma in 
19.$4 and. 1955. As mentioned earlier the band return data received at 
this station were incomplete and it is possible that the 1954 and 1955 
Oklahoma returns hai been .omitted. If this is not the case, then the 
absence of returns in Oklahoma has added significance when considered 
in light of the high nwnbers of Canada geese censnsed at Swan Lake, 
JUssouri in 1954 and 195.5. In 195.5 numbers of Canada geese at Swan 
Lake reach.eel an all time high. of approximately 133,000 birds• t.he peak 
of a steady' increase beginning in 195)• No breakdown into large ad. 
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small Canada geese is available, bu.t refuge personnel recall the numbers 
of small Canad.a geese were higher than usual. On the other hand, 
Richard w. Vaught, Biologist, Missouri Conservation Commission has pro� 
vided a 4etailed breakdown of large and small Canada geese killed in the 
vicinity of Swan Lake from 1955 th.rough 1960 and these data indicate 
that except for 19.59 small Canad.a geese seldom exceeded two per cent of 
the total kill. In 195.5 small Canada geese made u.p about one per cent 
of the kill and only du.ring a one-week period at the peak did they 
approach ten per cent of the kill. Thus, if small Canad.as were present 
in exceptionally large numbers they were not harvested in proportion to 
their occurrence. 
In G>�ahoma, the maJority of band returns in. 1952 and 19.5:, shown 
in Jigure ll are decidedly western in distribution, the returns from 
Hughes and Love counties being the only eastern returns. The band 
returns in 1956 (Figure 12) are·grou.ped in Ju.st the opposite manner 
with the majority of returns being in the eastern part of the state and 
enl.7 Canadian and Jefferson counties providing returns in the western 
half of the state. Considering this eastern shift of band distribution 
in Oklahoma it is of interest that of a total of 17 band returns in 
Missouri 8 or 47 per cent are 1956 ret'IU'ns. In 1956 the peak number of 
Canada geese censused at Swan Lake was abou.t 5.5,000, a decrease of 
nearl7 80,000 from the peak of the previous year. At Tishomingo the 
steady in.crease in peak popu.lation numbers from 19.51 through 1955 
(Figure 10) also show an abrupt decrease in 1956 even though the band 
returns from Sand Lake geese would suggest that larger :numbers than 
usual of small Canada geese were migrating through the eastern halt of 
the state. These discrepancies between large numbers suggested by 
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band returns and low numbers observed in census at Swan Lake and Tisho­
mingo may have been the result of birds moving through the area without 
stopping at the refuges or by a rapid turnover in refuge congregations 
whieh is very difficult to deteet and which will contribute to an ob­
served low number of birds in any gi�en census period. In 1956 the 
area affected by the drought had spread as far as Illinois in the north­
east and thas included all of Oklahoma and mueh of northern and western 
Missouri (Weather Bureau, 1956 b). The lack of large numbers of geese 
along the Texas coast is not surprising for there habitat was no more 
available than farther northo Of interest is the fact that of a total 
of thirteen returns from Sand Lake bands in Mexico, 5 or 38 per cent 
were recovered in 1956. This would suggest that larger than usual 
numbers of small Canad.a geese penetrated south well into Mexico along 
the coast. Unfortunately, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
was unable to conduct their regular mid-winter inventory in Mexico i� 
January of 1957 and this suggested explanation of distribution cannot 
be confirmed. 
In 1957 (Figure 12) the end of the drought im. the southern Great 
Plains brought a change in band return distribution in Oklahoma, with 
the western half of the state again contributing the majority of Sand 
Lake band :t·eeoverieso At Swan Lake the peak population of Canad.a 
geese was censused at about 42,000 birdso On the Texas coast, both 
Aransas and Laguna Atascosa reported increases in their peak popula­
tions of Canad.a geeseo Heavy rains and severe flooding damaged feed­
ing fields at Tishomingo and this probably was responsible for the 
relatively low numbers in the peak population. 
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In 19.58 and 1959 the distribution of returns of Sand Lake bands 
in Oklahoma (Figure 13) is similar to that observed in 19.52 and 1953 
(Figure 11). The lack of returns in the eastern half of the state, is 
particularly interesting. The Hagerman Refuge, 35 miles south of 
Tishomingo, censused 30,000 Canada geese during the peak in 1959 and 
it may be that many geese passed over or moved rapidly through Tisho­
mingo and congregated on the more southern refuge. The drop in numbers 
in the 1959 Salt Plains peak may have been the resu.lt of early-season 
flooding which destroyed some fields of feed, or the result of dis­
turbance coincident with the trapping and banding program which was 
active from mid-October to late-November of that year. Row much 
effect the activities concerned with trapping geese during the migra­
tion might have on popu.lation turnover cannot be stated with certainty. 
lt is inconceivable that the apparent confusion and fright of the 
birds which are trapped, as well as the untrapped members of a flock, 
would have no effect whatever. It is also note-worthy that in 1960, 
a year in whic� no trapping occurred, the population peak was again 
slightly more than 31,000 Canada geese (Personal communication from 
Richard J. Hitch, Refuge Manager) .. 
As pointed out before, available data on water and food con­
ditions at Sand Lake do not appear to show a correlation with the 
initial decline from 1949 through 1954 in Canada goose populations 
congregating on that refuge. On the other hand, the first major de­
crease in fall popu.lations at Sand Lake coincides with the first year 
of major banding activity. 19;1. Hunting pressure has been proposed 
as a factor in the decline at Sand Lake and to the degree that hunting 
limits the amoant of available habitat for the geese it is responsible 
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to that same degree for the by-passing of an area or the rapid turnover 
of flocks using an area. 
Chronology of the Fall Migration 
Hanson and Smith (19.jO), in discussing the fall migration of 
Oanada geese in the Mississippi Flyway, have likened the southerly 
movement from the breeding grounds to "a segment of the concentric 
waves produ.e.ed by an object striking the surface of a body of water; 
the earliest flocks or migratory waves travel the greatest distances 
in the shortest periods of time and reach their wintering grounds in 
the far south before many other flocks have left the north country o 11. 
Considering all of the Canada geese (large and small) of the 
Central Flyway, the statement above can be accepted as a general 
statement of fact. From our knowledge of the breeding distribu-
tion of the large and small Canada geese, we know that the small 
Canada geese nest farther north than the large Canada geese. In the 
fall migration, Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuge records the first 
arrivals of small geese approximately one we.ek earlier than the first 
arrivals of large geese. Based on observations du.ring this study, 
this is approximately the same schedule followed by large and small 
Canada geese in the southern tall-grass prairieso Refuge records at 
Sand Lake and Salt Plains indicate that the small geese not only 
arrive earlier, b.u.t pass on south earlier, with the result that win­
tering flocks at Sand Lake are usu.ally predominantly large Canada 
geese and at Salt Plains the wintering :flocks contain a higher propor­
tion of large Canada geese than do the earlier flocks. 
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The data presented in Table 14 suggests that flocks arriving at 
Sand Lake ma;r either del8.1' their soathward migration at this point. or 
at least prooee� southward at a leisurely pace., Generally, i.t is one 
to twE> weeks after the first arrivals at Sand Lake that the first 
arrivals are recorded at Salt Plains, Tishomingo, or Hagerma:n. Sou.th 
from Oklahoma to Laguna Atascosa on the Texas-Mexico border the first 
arrivals are generally recorded within a one week period. The ase of 
averages may be somewhat misleading for ea.eh year appears to have an 
individual pattern of chronology, dependent, perhaps, on weather a:nd 
the habitat values existing on an individ.u.al refuge or general area. 
The data in Table 14 clearly illustrate the sometimes rapid pace of 
the southward. migration within the soa.thern portion of the tall-grass 
prairie • .  It is notewo1tq that the first arrivals at Salt Plains are 
often later than the first arrivals recorded. at Tishomingo, Hagerman, 
81ld. eeeasion.all.7 even .Aransas. As might be expected from the prox­
imity of the twa refuges, first arrivals at Tishomingo and Hagerman 
are usually reported very close together. It wou.ld also appear that 
the migration along the Texas coast is q'lllite rapid with .Aransas aud 
Laguna Atascosa often reporting first arrivals only one or two days 
apart. 
The arrival elates for the Muleshoe refuge are presented for the 
purpose of illustrating the marked difference between the tall-grass 
prairie a:nd the short-grass prairie in early migration chronology. 
Aunual Canada goose p0pulation peaks are given in Table 15. 
In a general we, the data illustrate the progressive southward 
build-ups of migrating geese in the sQathern tall-grass prairie. At 
the same time• the data also emphasize the highly erratic chronolegy 
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of the southward migration from year to year and place to pla�e. ln 
Table 16 are given the one week periods within which the greatest influx 
of eanacla geese oecarre4 at a given refuge from 1953 through 1955. 
fhese data show a lack of a:ny consistency of pattern of migration ill­
time and space through the southern tall-grass .prairieo As might be 
expected, no single weather phenomemen can aceoU11.t for the spread of 
dates in azcy given 7:ear p,;,esented. i� Tables 14 ,, 15, and 160 Ill this 
stw:cy- attempts t0 correlate migrati0n movement.s with maJor weather 
systems have �c:,t proved complete4" sueess:f'ul. !l;'he weath.$1" c0nditions 
responsible for the massed migration flights arising in the plains of 
Saskat.chewan and Manitoba and passing through the Mississippi F� 
in 1955, 1956, and 1957,, (Bellrose 9 1957, and Bellrose t:µid Sieh, 
1960), with one. exception. show little correlation with reported 
Canada goose migration at ind:ivid.u.al refuges in the southern tall-. 
grass prairie du.ring these three years. The.above authors give the 
dates of th� massed flights as October 31 tl'lrough November 3, 1955, 
November 6 through 8, 19.56, and. O.ctober 23 through 25, 19.57. In both 
195.5 and 1957 there is agreement between the dates of the reported. 
mass migration and the period of greatest influx of Canada geese at 
Salt Plains.  Also in 19§.J, Aransas report ed. the first large fligh:b 
of Canacla geese in the week4" report perit!>d of November:, through 9o 
In 1957 9 the influx of geese at Hagerman in the week4" report period 
of Oete'ber 2.7 through November 2 � also have been correlated. with 
the mass movement of waterfowl in the Mississippi Flyway, though the 
�timber of ge��e involved. was rather small (Appendix II-.5) • On the 
other hand, in 1955 large numbers of Canada geese were migrating 
through the soathern tall-grass prairie well in advance of the 
10.$ 
Table 14, Approximate First Arrival Dates of Canada Geese at National 
Wildlife Refuges in the Central United States. 
1953 1954 192.S 1956 1957 1958 1959 Average 
Sand Lake 9/23 9/24 9/25 9/19 9/23 9/27 9/2"J 
$alt Plains 10/S 10/5 10/5 9/28 10/5 10/4 10/6 10/5 
Tishomingo 9/29 10/9 9/'Jfl · 10/4 10/5 10/'J lG/4 10/'J 
liagerman 9/28 10/l:Z 10/8 10/!, 10/3 10/'J 9/26 10/'J 
Aransas 10/7 10/15 10/7 10/9 10/4 10/9 10/4 10/8 
Lagana 
Ataseosa 10/10 10/13 10/8 10/13 10/11 10/8 10/8 10/10 
Mu.leshoe io/28 10/23 ll/6 11/10 11/16, 11/'J 11/4 
TabliflS, Approximate Date of :Popu.lation Peak for Canada Geese at 11.s.
National Wildlife R�fuges D\U"i:ng the Fall Migration. 
1953 1954 1955 195g 1957 1958 ·1959··.
S�d Lake 10/28 10/23 10/8 10/�9 10/19 10/11 
Salt Plains 11/27 11/27 12/25 10/'jo. 10/30 11/16 11/14 
Tishomingo 11/19 11/11 11/16 ll/17 11/16 11/1 11/9'· 
Hagerman 12/30 12/11 11/18 12/18 12/18 12/12 12/12 
Aransas 12/7 12/'Jl 12/31 12/18 11/l'J 12/18 11/1) 
!·,.
Laguna 
Ata1eosa 12/11 12/'Jl 12/25. 11/10 12/31 12/13 ll/11 
Ma.le shoe 12/lfj 12/30 12/30 12/'Jl 12/31 12/28 1,2/30: 
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weather system which "triggered.'' the :mass migration reported by :Sellrose 
(1957), (Appendix II�3). At Tisho:mil!lgo an influx of over 22,000 Canada 
geese occurred. between the census on October 21 and October 22, 19..55. 
Sand Lake repCi>rted a loss of ..5,000 Canad.a geese. for the weekly report 
period ending October 22, 195.So At the time of the Tislilomingo census 
on .October ?J, 13.000 OSJ;1ad.a geese had apparently moved on south. 
Neither weather conditions extant in the fa:r north nor_lo,cally in Okla-
. homa. and Texas provided. an answer to this sud.den migration .. 
In Figures 14 and 15 are given the total weekly censused number of 
Canada geese by year in the system of five refuges in the southern tall­
grass prairie, Salt Plains• Tishomingo II Bagerma11., Aransas, and Laguna 
Ataseo,a. Figure 14 ill�strates a series of years of the most recent 
drought period in the southern G.reat Plains and Figve l§ depicts pep­
u.lation numbers du.ring the three relatively wet years fo1lowing the 
drought. In this o'V'erall picture of Canada goose migration into tlle 
southern tall-grass prairie there is slightly better e'Vidence of a eor­
relati0:n wi�h ,he mass migration dates given by �ellrose (1957, and 
!ellrose ant Sieh 1960), especially for the October 2) to 2$ movement
in 19.$1 (Fi.go 1..5) • I:n each case, a elate shown in Figures 14 and. 1.5 
is the mid-point of a week� report period. Thus, in Figu,re lJ. 
October 2) is the mid-point of the October 20 to 26 report period. 
Personal eensu.s record.s for this period indicate that at Salt Plains 
arrivals were observed. o� October 20, 23, a11.i 24. !t'here was no ob­
served increase to the end of the report period. All refuges in the 
sistem reportei increases for the period., bu.t only at Salt Plain.a 
could the inc,rease 'be considered 1mu,sual. (Ap�ix II• l-7). In 1950, 
the p�loi of mass migration in the Mississippi Fl� occurred during 
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Figure 14. Total numbers of Canada geese censused by weekly periods, 
1953-1956, at Salt Plains, Tishomingo, Hagerman, Aransas, 
and Laguna Atasoosao (Appendix II, 1-4). 
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a relatively stable period in the ,south Central Flyway (Fig. 14). This 
is also the ease for the system as a whole in 1955 (Fig. 14), though all 
refuges except Tishomingo do show small increases for the period October 
27-November 2 (Appendix Il-3). The nearly 11,000 bird increase at
Aransas in the succeeding period, November 3-9 t and the reported loss of 
nearlJ' 6,000 geese from Sand Lake between October 30 and November 5 both 
appear to .be correlated with the mass migration phenomenon. 
Apparently distance and the divergent pathways followed by geese 
migrating through the tall-grass prairie tend to mask. the influence of 
major weather systems on the chronology and magnitude of the migration. 
In addition, the lack of a uniform reporting system among the refuges 
for waterfowl census permits only the most; gross t1!)e of analysis. 
Habitat and Chronology. Normally, by the time Canad.a geese reach Okla­
homa much of the migration impetus has apparently diminished. Many of 
t:P,e birds spend the winter at this latitude. These are not necessarily 
late-arriving geese, for banding data from Salt Plains show that some 
geese banded in the third week of October and first week of November are 
still present on the refuge in late December and early January. In the 
southern latitudes the length of time that geese remain on a given 
refuge, and the nwnber that will remain, hinges on many factors which 
include weathe.r, disturbance, food, water, and space. Probably other 
more snb,le habitat components and perhaps, ancestral wintering 
areas are also involved. Each of these factors has some influence on 
the apparent chronology and apparent magnitude of the southward migra°'.'
tion. As shown in Tables 14 and 16, the dates of arrival and periods 
of greatest influx show little or no correlation with the period of 
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drought, 19.53-195,, or the period of abudant moisture, 1957-1959. Yet, 
the total nwnber of geese censused by period and year on the several 
refuges in the southern tall-grass prairie differ markedly between the 
two periods (�igures 14 and 1.5). In a wet year (Figure 1.5) the migra­
tion appears to be early and there is often discussion of the "early 
flights•. In a dry year (Figure 14) the migration appears to lag and a 
lack of early flights or large flights is singled out as the cause. 
The apparent difference in chronology of the overall migrations in dry 
years and wet years is somewhat misleading. The actual phenomenon ob­
served is the rate of population build-u.p on a number of census areas. 
When habitat valu.es are high on the refuge areas geese tend to congre­
gate and remain on these areas for varying lengths of time. The ap­
pearance is one of early flights and large numbers. In years wher. 
habitat values on the refuge areas are low, the apparent pattern of 
migration and magnitude is the opposite. The 195.5 migration (Figure 14) 
is interesting in that it combines characteristics of both the wet 
years and the dry years. September, 19.5.5 offered some temporary relief 
from the drought on most refuges in/the southern tall-grass prairie. 
Therefore, in October and early November food and water was adeqaate 
and this is reflected in the rate of population baild-up in this period. 
A relative lack of precipitation in November and December resulted in 
a rapid decline in habitat values on the refuges and the number of 
geese using the refuges quickly declined. Based on the data in Table 
14, it would appear that the actual chranology of the early migration 
is probably not greatly influenced by habitat conditions existing on 
the refuges. However, in the late stages of the southward migration 
year to year differences in habitat valae do show some effects on 
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chronology • .  Two individual years representative of the drought period, 
1956, (Figure 16), and of the wet period., 19.58, (Figure 17) are given 
for -comparison of the migration pattern as observed at individual ref-
ages. The difference in the apparent magnitude of the migration in the 
two years is marked, and is a reflection of the difference in habitat 
values on the several refU&es during these years. In a d.17 ;rear 
(Figure 16) there is a tendency for popalation numbers on a.given ref-
qe to reach a peak or near peak early in the season and then level off 
and remain. relative]Q stable with only a slight or moderate decline to 
the end of the 1ear. With some exceptions population fluctuations are 
slight and a ;l.oss in numbers on one refug� .is seldom well correlated 
with a gain in nmnbers on another refuge. In contrast d.uring a wet 
7ear, (Figure 17), the pattern of migration on a given refuge often 
shows flu.etu.ation of a large magnitude and these are regularly correl-
ated with population flu.etua:bions at other refuges. Thus. ,in Figure 17 
the population loss in late October at Tishomingo is well correlated 
with a population increase at Hagerman; at Salt Plains the population 
loss in mid-November is reflected in increases at both Tishomingo and 
Hagerman; the continu.i:ng loss in nwnbers at Tishomingo through late 
November and eEll'ly .December matches the contb.uing increase in numbers 
at Hagerman; t.he losses at Salt Plains from late November through mid-
December are refl.ected. in the increased numbers censused at both Aransas 
and Hagerman. The rapid decline from peak numbers is a consistent 
characteristic of goose populations on refuges during wet years. At 
Salt Plains and Tishomingo U aad been observed that this decline is 
associated with the reduction of available food, particu.larly the green 
feeds, and this lack of food .is, .in turn, a consequence of the peak 
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Figure 17. Popalation numbers of Canada geese in weekly census periods 
as reported by five re:f'l.:18es in the southern tall-grass 
prairie, 1958. The date given is the mid-point of a weekly 
report period (Appendix II, 6) .. 
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population. Thus. in years with high habitat values there :ts a tendency 
for geese to congregate and greatly exceed the seasonal carrying capac­
ity of a refuge.. Overuse leads to rapid deterioration @f the habitat and 
su.bsequ.ent departure of the large flockso The mass arrival of these 
flocks at refuges to the south alters the chronology of the migration 
pattern not only of the individual sou.thern refuges, bu.t, in a given 
year, by creating a late-in-the-season flight may alter the chronology 
of the migration pattern for the entire sou.thern tall-grass prairie 
(Figures 14 and 15). 
Population Status 
At the time this study was initiated, it was felt that th.e nwnbers 
of small Canada geese censused at the several refuges could provide an. 
index for estimating the annul total popu.lation in the sou.th central 
'United States. As the study progressed it became apparent that this 
woald be true only if habitat conditions in the study area remained 
relatively stable from year to year. In fact, it now appears that the 
census records from the refuges may better be used as a habitat index 
than. a population index. 
Nu.mber@. In the short-grass prairie route wintering Canada geese con­
gregate in large flocks on a relatively few areas. Intensive efforts 
to censu.s geese wintering in this rou.te after the hunting season in 
19.59-1960 and. 1960-1961 ;viielded estimates of 84,600 and 97,000, respec­
i»ively, Grieb (1960 and 1961). .Grieb (1961) saggeste<i that the popu.­
lation of Canada geese in the short-grass prairie is increasing each 
year, though he does admit some of the apparent increase may be the 
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result of recen.t i:n:bensified. cen.su methods. 
Numbers of the Oa:aada goose popu.lation wintering in the tall-grasa 
prairie route following the hu:n.ting season are not well known. A rough 
estimate ca:a be mad.e from the data aTailable for the 19.59..;:.1960 season. 
!l!hese figu.res provide a comparison with the short-grass prairie census 
figures for the same general period • .  The peak number of Can.ad.a geese 
censused on the system of five refuges in. the tall-grass portion of 
the st)ld.y area was ,;6,178 (Appe:m.d.b: II-7), occurring in the December 8 
to 14 report period.. Du.ring the last of November and the first half of 
December Ni-. Roger Williams, Manager of the 128,000 acre o�eonner Ran.eh 
west of the Aransas Refage reported approximately 20,000 Oanacla geese 
were :f.'ee�ing i� a !00 acre cornfield on the ranch. This would bring 
the total censused geese for this period to 76,178 birds• .of which 
55,698 were in Texas. Jand retu.rn data indicate that 40 to jj per 
eent of the migrating and wintering Canad.a goose population in Texas 
is distribated in areas along the coast not within the immediate in­
flu.enc.e of the Aransas and Laguna Atascosa ref'Q8es and therefore, are 
not in.eluded in th.e weekly censuses (Chart 7) • .  This would. mean that 
for this partieu.lar period between 22,3;9 and )0,744 Canad.a geese 
ceald have li>een present in u.ce:nsu.sed areas in Texas. This would in­
crease the total for Texas to between 78,257 and 86,642 ant would 
increase the total for the tall-grass portion of the study area to 
between 9a,s,1 and. 106,922. This does not seem an unreasonable 
number whE»t it is considered that the total does not include tall­
grass prair�e _ geese present sou.th of Texas or north of Oklahoma. The 
eale1il.1ate<i total is therefore belieTed to be conservative and. would. 
probably n.ot be affected by hunting mortality eecurring between. the 
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period of the estimate and the end of the hu.tlting season. The majority 
of the Oanada geese wintering north of Oklahoma are of the large sub­
species and are of lesser interest to this stwiy. Grieb (1961) esti­
mated that approximately ten per cent of the geese censused in the 
short-grass prairie are of the large subspecies and this is consistent 
with observations in the tall-grass prairie. Thus, the estimated total 
of the wintering population of small white-cheeked geese in the short­
grass prairie in_l9.J59-1960 W<i>uld be about 76,140 birds �d in the tall­
grass prairie between 88 ,, 68) and 96,2:30 birds. The combined estimated 
total would be 164,82'.3 to 172,370 small white-cheeked geese wintering 
in the south central United States .. Using mid"'"points to ease calcu.la­
tion, there would be approximately 92,456 small Canad.a geese in the tall­
grass prairie and the combined estimated total of these birds for both 
the tall and short-grass prairie would be approximately 168,596. 
Assuming a.Wliform crippling loss for all species of geese in 1959-
1960, the estimated nwnber of Canad.a geese killed in the Central Flyway, 
within the Wnited States, was 144,698 birds (Atwood and Wells, 1960). 
The kill of large and small Canada geese is probably nearly propor­
tional to t�eir frequency in the total population. Thus, it is assumed 
that in the. short-grass prairie and in the tall-grass prairie sou.th of 
Sou.th Dakota ninety per cent of the kill consists of small Canada geese. 
From personal observation of hunting areas,. and discussion of hunting 
kill with huters and state S:n,d fedel'al conservation personnel, it 
appears that in North and Sou.th Dakota the kill of large Canada 
geese may repr�sent as much as thirty per eent of the total kill. If 
this is true., then from the data presented f<!>r Two ButteljJ and Sand 
Lake in 1abl.es 8 and 11, 2:3-73 per cent or :,4,:3.35 Canada geese 
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were killed in North and South Dakota and of this seventy per cent or 
24,0:,5 were small Canad.a geese. Of the 110,36:, Canada geese killed in 
the remainder of the Central Flyway 99,327 were of the small size. This 
would be a total of 123 ,362 small Canada geese killed in the Central 
Flywa.J' within the United States. Again, assmming susceptibility to gun­
ning is uniform between the tall and short-grass prairie segments, then 
45 per eent or S.5,513 birds were killed in the short-grass prairie of 
the United. States and SS per cent or 67,849 birds were killed in the 
tall-grass prairie of the United States. In the tall-grass prairie the 
kill of small Canada geese within the United States represents 93.5 per 
cent of the total kill in th.is roate (Table 8). Thu.s, the total kill 
in the tall-grass prairie route in the United States and Canada was 
72,;66. In the short-grass prairie the kill in the United States rep­
resents 47.4 per cent of the total for the route. Therefore, in the 
short-grass prairie route of the United States and Canad.a the total 
kill was 117,116. Combined, the total kill of small Canada geese in 
the Central Flywa.J' of the United States and Oa.n.ada was 189,682. The 
kill figure added to the wintering total indicates that abou.t '.358,278 
geese must have begu migration in the Central Flywq. Of this total 
about l9J,2.S6 ued the short-grass prairie route and about 165,022 the 
tall-grass prairie route. Asswning a relatively stable population dur­
ing the tbre.e year period (19.57-19§9) would require an annual increment 
of 60.6 per cent in the short-grass prairie, 44.o per cent in the tall­
grass prairie, and 52.9 per cent for the Central Flyway as a whole. 
Composition. 
:Bl:fforts in this stud.y to obtain adequate indices of the sex and 
age composition of the small Canada goose population in the south 
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central United States were largely unsuccessful. The small samples 
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from the 1957-19.58 and 19$8-19.59 seasons (Tables 17 and 18) are not of 
su.'f'fieient scope to allow a meaningful interpretation. The ratio of im­
matures in the 19.57-1958 samples is oonsistentlf high and in the 19.58-19.59 
samples the ratio for the same age class is consistenti, low. Circum­
stances surrounding the 1957-1958 trapping program at Salt Plains intro­
du.cei a strong bias .in favor of the capture of immatu.res in the trap­
ping sample. The allthor was not present at Aransas du.ring the period 
in 19.57-19.58 in which the majority- of geese were trapped. Information 
eoneening tlle_behavior of the geese on the trap site during this latter 
trapping operation is not available, and with.oat this specific informa­
tion an i'nterpretation. of the significance of the age ratios obtained 
from trapped birds is not feasible. There is a lack of agreement among 
aut.hors concerning the bias involved in age structure data obtained by 
either trapping or hmter kill. Han�on and Smith (19.50) indicated the 
belief that trapped samples provided. valid. age stracture data for their 
stu.a,,. On th.e ether hand, .Grieb (1961) soegested that 11 fir�-line _ 
harvest• may provide a sample which is less biased than trapping for 
both sex and age data. In the Illinois study Hanson and. Smith (1950) 
presented considerable data to sapport their eon.tention that the im­
mature age class may be several times as vulnerable to gunning as the 
adult age classes• Data from Salt Plains also. indicate that the im­
matu.re age class is somewhat more susceptible to hmiter kill. 
Observations of goose. behavio.r du.ring trapping oper�tions at 
Salt Plains ancl Tishomingo indicate that if the trapping is dane on 
small flock units (,; to lj b.irds) the sample obtained.. is biased in 
favor of the immature age class. It is believed that this is the 
Table 17. .Ad.u.lt: Immature Age Ratio Data From Small Canad.a Geese in the 
'?all-grass Prairie Gathered Jy Variou.s Methods, 1957-1960.-
Station and Year 
data - source I 19.59-1960 1958-19.59 
t I 
Salt Plains I (.553)* I (136) 
( traJ>pi:n.g) 100:61 I 10(Hl9 
Salt Plains (134) (43) 
(hunter kill) 100:185 100:79 
Sa.lt Plains 
,. 
(299) 
(field observ.) 100:100 
'
?
ishomingo (44) 
(t�a.ppbg) 100:26 
\?ishomingo I (468) 
(f'ield observ.) ;L00:89 I 
.. --·· .. ··- 1·-
A"J;>�sa.s " 
- ( tr-apping}. 
Aransas (i66) 
. . (f.ield- .o'iiserv.) 100:.50 
Laguna Atascosa (11'.3) 
(field o'bserv.) 100:69 
• Nwnber in parentheses indicates size of sample.
I 
I 
1957-19.58 
(28) 
100:2.50 
(37) 
100:118 
- ----,,-� . . 4'�"·-
, . .. - .. ., . .  .,.. .. ·- ........ ----- -
(.55) 
- -lO<H-293-- ···· 
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Table 18. Summary of Male Female Sex Ratio of Small Canada Geese 
of the Tall-grass Prairie, 1957-1960. 
St�tion and 
I 
Year 
• I 
data·source ! 1959-1960 19.se..:.1959 19.57-19.58 - .. :.- .. ) 
(S.5))* (136) (28) Salt Plains 
(trapping) 100:9$ 10(Hl03 100:47 
Salt Plains (9.1) (43) (.'.37) 
· (hunter kill) 100:78 100:126 100:_61 
Tislaomingo (44) 
(trapping) 100:8:, 
Aransas (5.5) 
· (trapping 1. lOC>:)8! 
• Humber in parentheses indicates size of sample.
I 
' 
.I 
result of trapping family units and. perhaps unattached immatures which 
appear to be less wary than ad'l11ts. If the trapping is done on a large, 
actively feeding flock (100 or more) it appears that there is a bias iJ!I. 
favor of the adult age classes. In these large flocks feeding on a 
baited area of limited size, the hierarchy described by Hanson (19.53) 
apparently- breaks down and the larger, more aggressive adults crowd the 
immatures 011t of the baited area. It is assumed that the adult sample 
obtained includes individuals of the pre-breeding, breeding, and post­
breeding ad.ult age elasseso 
It is believed that the gathering of age ratio samples directly 
from field flocks using the .method deseri'bed. by Marquardt (1962) holds 
the greatest promise of providing unbiased data. This method. was first 
used as a means of procuring age ration data from Canad.a geese in 19.59 
at the Salt Plains refuge, Table 17. The samples are mostly small. 
lack: comparable data from either past or previous y-ears, and as i.s 
discu.ssed by Matq�d.t (1962), those gathered in the latter part of 
the 19.59-1960 waterfowl season, Aransas and Laguna Atascosa, may be 
slightly biased in favor of the adult age classes. In spite of these 
shortcomings the age ratio data gathered by this method indicate pop­
ulation phenomena which might be expected. on the basis of present 
knowledge concerning the migration of small Canad.a geese in the tall­
grass prairie., The samples at Salt Plains were taken in October and 
November, those at Tishomingo in early December. and these at Aransas 
and Laguna Atascosa near mid-January. Using the ratio obtained at 
Salt Plains as a starting point, the deereasing ratio of immatures to 
adults southward to the Texas coast is what wou.l.d be expected if im­
matures are more susceptible to gwm.ing. The difference between the 
12:3 
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age ratio d.ata collected at Aransas and Laguna Atascosa may be the result 
of small samples or differential kill in the two areas, and in addition, 
may contain an u.nk:n.own amoQD.t of bias in favor of the adult age classes. 
The matter of differential kill sustained by flocks subsequently win­
tering at Aransas and LagUlla Atascosa could be important as concerns the 
age ratio data collected at these two stations. On the basis of band 
return distribu.tion 1> the geese migrating through and wintering in the 
lower Rio Grande Valley experience less gunning pressure (less than nine 
per cent of Texas returns) than those arriving in the vicinity of the 
Aransas refuge (more than eighteen per cent). Further analysis withou.t 
comparable data from su.cceeding years does not appear justified. Age 
ratio data for preceding years is not availableo 
Kind and Ext.ent of Attrition 
Observations in this study indicate that sources of attrition 
other than hUllting are insignificant insofar as losses in the small 
white-cheeked geese of the south central United States during the migra­
tion and wintering period are concerned. No single verifiable case of 
primary predation by eny mammalian or avian predator was observed dur­
ing the three years of this study. There were no reported losses of 
Canada geese to disease or parasites during the course of this study. 
Whether t.o consider the sign left at the carcass of a goose as 
evidence implicating a particular species of predator or as an evidence 
of scavenging is a moot questiono :Both eagles /Aguila chrysaetes 
(Linnaeus) and Haliaetu.s le11coeephalu.s (Linnaeusl/ and coyotes, [Oanis 
latrans Saz./ were observed harrassing goose flocks and it appeared 
this harrassment was for the purpose of separating cripples from the 
flocks. 
Of 25 carcasses examined!!'!. !ii!!, avian species were implicated in 
fifteen cases, mammalian species in nine cases, and an unknown scavenger 
in one case. At none of these carcasses was there signs of struggle which 
would have indicated predation on a strong, h.ealthy goose. At seven of 
the carcasses the raccoon /Procyon. lotor (Linnaeu.sl/ was responsible for • 
the ma.Jorit7 of the f'eed.ing, the co7ote at two, the eagles at two, the 
marsh hawk /Circus c7aneu.s (Linnaeu.sl/ at one, a combination of the 
herring gal1.'/i.,ar11g argentatus Pontoppido'ij, eagles, marsh hawk and pos­
sibfy t:b,e Swainson•s hawk /iuteo swainsoni Bonapart!./ at twelve, and an 
unknown scavenger, possibfy the domestic dog, at one. In the course of 
time, neari, all carcasses showed signs of visits fro!I several flesh 
eating species. 
12.S 
OHAP.l!ER VI 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Spee:1..es Concept and its Significance as Related to the Small White­
Cheeked Geese of the Central Flyw�. 
Probabl.7 no goose species of the North American continent is better 
known to the general pablic tha.11 the Canada g·oose. As either a migrant 
or resident some. representative of this species is found in every terri­
to17 and province of Canada, every state in the United States, and is 
recorded from most of the northern states of Mexico. Taverner (1928) 
has stated, 
"Although few birds are as well known to the sportsman 
and general public, none is so little understood systemat­
icall.7 by- either scientist or l�. It is a variable 
species.. . ". 
This general thought has been echoed, with minor variations by innu.-
merable persons who have had occasion to stu.d.7 or discuss some phase 
of the biology- of the Canad.a. goose. A review of the . literature 
quickly leads te the eonclusio:m. that considerable diffel"ence in optn-
i.o:n. exists among authorities coneer:m.ir:i.g the taxonomic statn.s of- thes� 
white-cheeked. geese. Some a.14 in visualizing the complexity of the 
situation m� be gainetl from a:a examination of the different specific 
and sabspeeifie characterization given this groo.p by three recognized. 
authorities, Aldrich (1946), Conover (1948), and Delac0ur (19.Sl) as 
compared to the A.o.u. classification (1931, 1945, 1947, 1949), 
:B'igure 18. Obviously, differing as greatly as they do, all four 
cannot be a correct presentation of the species relationships. 
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The problem now is, how nearly can one of these systems be reconciled 
with our present knowledge of the species, and the criteria established 
for the classification of biological units. 
]afore proceeding further with a discussion of the proposed classfi-
cations it is proper to examine briefly the basic concepts which serve 
as a framework for structuring such a classification. The indicated 
upper level of iisagreement is that of the species. Therefore, a review 
of the characteristics of the species and its sub-units is in order. 
Mayr (1957) pointed. 01,1.t that recent definitions of s:pecies are essen­
tially variations of the definition offered by Dobzhansky (1!93.5), namely 
interbreeding and reproductive isolation. 
"Mayr (1940) defined species as •groups of actually or 
potentially interbreeding natural populations whiQh are re-
productively isolated from other su.ch groups•. Simpson (1943)
gave the definition •a genetic species is a group of organisms 
so constituted and so situated in nature that a hereditary 
character of Bn7. one ef these orga?1,isms mq be transmitted to 
a desc�dant of 8.?17 other•, and Dobzha.n.slcy (1950) defined. the 
species as 'the largest a.iid most inclusive •••• reproductive 
ec,mmunity of sexual and. �rass-fertilizing individc.als.which 
share in a· common gene pool' ·� 11 Mayr (19.57) • 
!l'his was saccinctly swmnariz,a. by Simpson (1951). 
11 The grot1p defined is �o'."'extensive with the continuity 
and :'bounded by discont inu.i ty, : A species und.er this defini­
tion. is the largest., grot1p with non-arbitrar;y exclu.sioi':I. and
the smallest group with ncin-�bitrary inclusion."·. 
For sexuall7 reproducing populations these criteria arepurely'obJee-
- - ,- . ., ' 
tive and while strict adherence to them can create nwnerous.ins�ances 
of conflict with present classification, they can also be.expected to 
lead to uniformity and realism in classification. 
If the classifications offered in Figure 18 are examined criti-
cally, t�ere are some striking deviations from the criteria offered 
in the species•.definitio� above. Aldrich (1946) has proposed two 
species. canadensis including six subspecies, and hutchinsii including 
three subspecies. If, indeed, a species is bounded by diseo:n.tinuit7 we 
!ould expect nowhere to find a mingling of the gene pools of these two
species. However, Baile7 (1948) and Delacon.r (1951, 1954) have suggested 
ilhat intergrades between minima and leucopareia (Delacour•s taver:n.eri) do 
exist in the area between Wainwright and Point :Barrow, Alaska. John w.
Aldrich pres\1Dlably accepted the minima-leacopareia intergrad.e from the 
vicinity of the Colville River, Alaska contained in his compilation of 
mensn.rational data from United States National Mu.sewn specimens and 
made available to this investigator. In addition, Swarth (1913) dis­
cussed the apparent minima-hutohinsii (hatehinsii�leu.copareia) inter­
grad.es contained in the California specimens examined by him. 
This investigator has examined two specimens, one from the Colville 
River area and presently in the Denver Mase\1Dl of Natural History eo1lec­
tion which ha� every appearance of being an intergrade between minima 
and leacopareia and a Texas specimen from the collection at the Welder 
Found.aticih Museum which in size resembles minima, but whieh has the 
color of leuoopareia. Further, personal examination of specimens ,at 
the United States National Museum and the Chicago Muse\1Dl of Natur�l 
Histo?7 points to the possibility that intergrading between hutehinsii 
and. leucopareia may also occur in the Arctic northeast. Either of 
these inclusions wou.ld. destroy the discontinuity of the proposed species 
gene pool and therefore invalidate the classification offered by Aldrich, 
(1946). Mere recently, investigations on the breeding groW!lds of 
minima, between the deltas of the Yukon and Xuskowin Rivers in Alaska, 
indicate there is little overlap between minima and leueopareia in 
this area, (Spencer 9 Nelson and Elkins, 1951). Nelson and Hanson (1959) 
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pointed out that since 1948 minima has been found to nest along the 
Alaskan coast only between these two rivers. Spencer, Nelson, and Elkins 
(1951) indicated that the breeding grounds of the two races are well 
defined by vegetative and physiographic components of the nesting habitat. 
Murie (1959) also pointed out that the nesting areas of the two races 
are distinct o Nelson and Hanse,.n (1959) relying upon the observations 
of Nelson (1883), Preble and McAtee (1923) and. Murie (1937) suggested 
that previously the breeding range of minima might have been more ex­
tensive than at present .. Nonetheless; regardless of what changes 
have occurred in the past ranges of these two taxa, or how discrete 
the breeding grounds appear to be at present, there is at least enotagh 
fragmentary evidence of intergrading available to make a hypothesis of 
reproductive isolation suspect. 
In defense of Aldrich's propos�l. it can readily be admitted that 
hutchinsii and minima appear to have much more in common with each other 
than with any other proposedracee They are, to the best of our knowl­
edge, the two smallest races of white-cheeked geese, they replace each 
other geographically and, from rather meager accounts in the literature 
(Bailey $ 1948) (Sutton, 1932). differ ecologically, for example, in 
choice of nesting site, type of nest construction, and physiography of 
breeding and nesting areas. Pb.enologieally, it also appears these two 
races are similar in that they are relatively late arrivals,on the 
breeding groun�s and in this the possibility of a common physiological 
bond should not be overlooked. As to the problem arising from the 
intergrading of minima and leuco:pareia in the west and possible inter­
grading of hutchinsii and leucop�reia (and perhaps parvipes as well)
in the east, it is obvious that an occasional hybrid which is unable 
to enter the gene pool of either parental species, on aceou.nt of repro­
ductive incompatibility, wou.ld in nowise corrapt the discreteness of the 
bTbridizing species. Evidence regarding the breeding capabilities of 
these intergrades is la.eking• and in view of a statement by Delacour and 
� (1945), asserting that there is a high degree of fertiliti in h;r­
brids from crosses between species in the genus Bran.ta, there is little 
reason to sappose su.eh. b.tergrades wou.ld not be entirel.7 fertileo At­
tractive as the idea of separate species might be, in the absence of 
proof of genetic discontinuity between minima and leucopareia on the one 
hand and leucopareia and hat chins ii on the other, it seems neees.sary- to 
reject the proposed species hatchinsii and accept the prior polytypic 
species caaadensis on the gro'l!lllds of taxonomic practice, law of prior­
ity (Schenk and McMasters, 1956), and scientific brevity, the principle 
of parsim011T (Pearson, 19)'7,, ... from Allee, Emersen, Park, Park, and 
Schmidt, 1949). 
If the species classification of Aldrich cannot be reconciled with 
the k:m.oWJl. intergrades most of the species classification of Conover 
mast be rejected. for the same reason. The recognition of leacopareia 
as a species appears untenable in view of the marq recognized. inter­
grades, Swarth (1913, hatchinsii = leucopariea), Aldrich (1946), 
Bailey (1948) • and Delaeoar (19.$1, 1954). Minima as a monotn,ic species 
fails to qo.alify for the reasons given i!I. the discussion of Aldrich's 
classification in which it was considered a sabspeeies of hutehinsii. 
However, Conover also proposed hutchinsii as a monotypic species •••• 
1be(Sa11se on:-- Soccbhampbon: Iwl:and it·-ha-s -been-f-o-a.nd-·nesting :i,n close prox­
imity to :Branta candensis parvipes, 11 uoo and asserted th.at it is not 
censpecific with minima.... •because of the great differences in their 
dowr17 young11 (Conover, 1948). This assertion is derived, in part. from 
1)1
the observations of Canada geese on Sou.thampton Island by Sutton (19-'?). 
Su.tilo:a was explicit in pointing out the difference in ecologic character 
between the nesting areas of hu.tehinsii and leueopareia (=parvipes), 
Sutton also suggested the :possibility of' intergrades between hu.tchi.sii 
a:q.d. wvipes with. the discu.sdon of a specimen he was \Ulable to cat­
agoriie. Conover (1948), too, admitted to the possibility of inter� 
grades between the two races with his discussion of a large speellnen of 
hatch.b.sti tsken dur�ng migration in North Dakota. 
As pointed. out there is reason to suspect intergra.d;lng between 
leuco!!feia and hatchinsii. Accepting the distribation given oy 
Co.nover (1948) sad Delacour (19.Sl, 1954), such intergr�tion wou.lcll. be 
nearJ.T impossible. However, specimens from the Perry Eiver, Keewatin, 
1.w.T., Canad.a, collected by H. c. Hanson in 1949, (Hanson, Q,ueneau.,
·'·
and Scott, 1956) an.4 presently a part of the bird collection of the 
Cl>.icago Musewa of Natural History are, on the basi1;1 of stand.a.rd meas-uwe .. 
ments, general conformation, and color, referable to leucopareia. la 
;Mldition. Aldrich (1946) asserted. that specimens examined bT him f'�om 
Baffin IslBD.d are referable to leucoyeia, not parvipes. Altogether, 
this would tend to support the distribution of leucopareia proposed b7 
Aldrich as opposed to the more limited distribation s\1€:geste4 b7 Oon­
ov,r and Delaeour. Thas, insofar as our knowledge of distribution is 
concerned, intergrad,ation between hu.tchinsii or P8£Yipes an.d leapopar,ia 
is possible. Oo:nover (1948) considered h:m:hchinsii and. pai:vipes to be 
S1Jllpatric and noa-interbreeding popu.J.atio:as on Sou.thainpton Island, 'bat, 
as herein ,ointed oat, ecologic barriers apparently limit, bat pro"b­
abJ.T 4o not exc'l.1:lde possible intergradlng. The differences Conover 
asserted to exist between the downy- 70WJ.g of minima and hutchinsii 
appea:r, from the plates presented by Scott (Delacour, 1954), to be 
largely a matter of degree and are effectively bridged by the downy 
young of!,.£• leaeopareia, which are intermediate betwe..,n the two. 
Moreover, this difference in doWJJi' young plwnage, applicable as it might 
be to subspectfic identity, would seem entirely inadequate as proof of 
species identity defined on the basis of genetic discontinuity. Thu,.s, 
ii,. Conover• s olassificat ion there is mu.eh the .same problem faced in 
considering the classification of Aldrich, Until further and �ore 
detailed studies provide conclusive evidence of genetic discontinuity 
in the white-cheeked goose complex it seems th.e more reasonable choice 
to accept tenta'U.vely the simpler classification of a single poi,typio 
species. cyyensis, as is in current usage by the .Amerieaa Orn:lthol­
gists' Union (1957). 
Dlµ-i:ng recent ;years the complexity of the species structure of 
.Branta canad.ensis has been increased by the ad.ditio!). of several sub .... 
epeeies. Of the more recently proposed subspecies, j. £• fulva 
(Delacour, 1951) ma, be valid. �Y description it appears quite dis­
tinct. from !, .£• occJdentalis (�aird), from which it was sepax"ated. 
The writer has examined onl.3' a few specimens from the-range of this 
partiQa.lar race and finds.the overlap in size and color to be so great 
as to make certain identification impossible Without pri.or knowledge 
of the collec,ing site. In a large series however, sach irregularities 
might be expected to fall within the acceptable limits of racial var­
t.ation, At the present time!• .2.• fyva has been acce�ted by the 
.American Ornithologists 1 Union (19.57). The American Ornithologists•. 
Union has also accepted !• .e,. maxima (Delaco12r) .which., in the words . 
of Delacour (1951). 
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"Bred in the great plains of the central United States, in the 
Dakotas. Nebraska, Kansas, Minnesota, Iowa, Mi111so1i'l"i, west,..rn 
Kentucky, Tennessee, and northern ArkansPs, where it was seden­
tary; now extinct." 
The description of this race, as given by Delaeour (19Sl, 1954) leaves 
mu.eh to be desired. :By description, the plt11I1age colors are apparently 
similar to those of l• .£• moffitti, though, considering that the type 
llad been stored 75 years before it was named, a question might be 
raised as to the validi�y o:f such a comparison. The average measure-
ment.s o:f !• .£• moffitti are somewhat smaller than those given for 
i, • .£• maxima, bu.t many- of the larger examples of !• £• moffitti are 
as large as the largest given for l• £• maxima. It is also of interest 
that of the three heaviest weights of Canad.a geese for which John w.
Aldrich has au.thentio records (not published.) two (19 lbs. 4 oz., 
19 lbs. , oz.) were taken in California, and the other (18 lbs.), in 
Saskatchewan.. These are, of course, well oatside the proposed: ge-
ograph.ic range of the sedentary l• A• maxima. Many of the character­
istics which aid in distil3811ishing l• £• maxima from l• £• moffitti 
are apparently observable only in the field and it is in this respect 
that Delaeou.r (1951, 1954) relies heavily �nan account of hunting 
these large geese published by w. B. Mershon in Field and Stream in 
192;. Without detracting from Mershon 8 s reputation as a naturalist, 
it woa.ld nonetheless seem reasonable to qaestion an addition to the 
sy-stematics of as complex a group as the Canada geese when so .mu.eh ·of 
the argument is based on general impressions. 
Two other proposed subspecies which require clarification are 
!· £• taverneri �d ,! • .£• asiatica. :Both of' these proposed races. have
been separated from_!• So• leu.eopareia: l• ,g,. taverneri by Delacour 
( 1951) and !• st• asiat ica by Aldrich ( 1946) • 
1;4 
!!.'he naming of;§. • .9.• taverneri b;y Delacour (19.Sl) has created con­
siderable confasion concerning the :Bra.q)a cana.densis complex over �he 
past ten 7ears. The oot.fasion ar:tses, in part, from the contradictions 
in plq.mage color given in 19.51 (light as in parvipes) ancl 19.54 (darker 
thall pa.rvipes). Nonetheless, the name has gained. wide acceptance. and 
has been mu.eh used b;y recent writers when dealing with Arctio1 popuJ.a ... 
tions of' Oanad!!). geese (Hanson, Quenea-q., ,and Scott, 1956; Irving, 1960; 
Kessel�· Ca.de, 1958; Gabrielson and. Lincoln, 19.59) • .It is recognized. 
that man;y, .bat not all, of the speeimens collected in the Aleatia.n 
Islands displ&7 a high bridged maxilla, which is qn.ite strongly tapered 
to the M:p and has a rather narrow nail. Altogether the l!lBXilla sha,pe 
is quite like the high bridged form in!• .2.• minima, well illustrated 
b7 Rid.gew&7 (1896) and by Swarth (1913). The specimens, however, are 
lighter in color and larger in size and in no WB.T referable to this 
latter sa.bspecies. Delacour, believing birds having these �illa 
ch.al"acteristics to be racially distinct from Canada geese of the m.ain­
land and, apparently relying on the general description and range 
given b7 :Brandt (18)6 a), proceeded to split the Aleutian Island and 
Alaskan mainla.nd geese into two races. referring the island form.to 
,! • .!• ie11eopareia and :namtng the mainland form l• .st• taverneri. Tlle 
splitting of the island and mainland forms _into two races ma,y, after 
further a:m.alysi$, prove to be a valid division. A later paper by 
:Brandt (18.36 b) _giving a d.etailed ciescription and plate of thEt t;vpe 
specimen. indicates, however, on the basis of size, color, and.maxil-
la shape, that ;§, • .S• leu.eopareia is the. mainland. race a:m.d not that .
of the islands, _if indeed, divisi9n of the group into two races is 
justified. in the first place. A cr:t..tieli!-1 comparison of the type 
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specimens of!, .e, •. leu.eopareia and!· .e,. taverneri is given in Table 19. 
It will be noted that the two specimens are nearly identical, particular 
for partieu.lar, in all of what might be consitlered d:;Egnostic characteristic. 
There appears to be no alternative, bu..t to consider! • .e,. taverneri as 
a synonym of!• .£• leucopareia. 
The circumstances surrounding the naming of! • .Q.. asiatica must be 
considered unfortunate. The type specimen, collected on :Behring Island, 
June 9, 1883, is recorded as an adult male by Aldrich (1946) and this 
is repeated by Delaeour (1951, 1954) and Diegnan (1961), but the breast 
and back plumage is that of an immature (probably entering the first 
adult plumage) and thus the color is lighter than if the plumage were 
that of an ad.u.lt, a characteristic of ju.venile plumage commented on 
earlier by Taverner (1928), and Conover (1948). In addition, the plum­
age is badly faded or 11 foxed11 , which by reducing the saturation of 
pigment renders a paler specimen. :Both of these phenomena are impor­
tant for they bear directly on the diagnostic characteristics sepa­
rating this from ·the other races, e.g., darker above than ! • .£• 
hut chins ii, lighter below than !· .£• n,iinima., In the description of
],. S• asiatica, Aldrich (1946) omitted comparison with!•.£• leueopareia, 
the nearest race geographically and als9 the nearest in size and color. 
Delacour (1951, 1954) in tenatively accepting!· .Q.. asiatiea as an 
extinct race, however, pointed out the Behring Island specimens he had 
examined were distinctly lighter tha?l the nearby Aleutian birds, e.g., 
} • .9... ;leucopareia. The two examples of ;§,. �· asiatica examined at the 
u. s. National Mu.sewn, of which one is the type, are both badly 11 foxed11
or faded, and therefore, do appear lighter th.an representatives from 
both the islands or the mainland. An estimate of the original plumage 
Table 19. Some Comparative Diagnostic Criteria of the Snbspeeies 
!· £• leucopareia (::Srandt, 1836 b) and the Proposed
Subspecies!• S.• taverneri (Delaoour, 1951).
C:b.aracter !• .£• leueopereia (::Srandt) 
Cu.J.Jnen 38.l
Ta:ttsas 83.6 
Mid. Toe 69.BS
Wing Chord 4oo.o; 
Tail 1;0.28 
Neck ring " ••• a ver,- narrow white 
ring at the boundar7 of 
the neck..  . • almost· ct: tsap­
pearing at the dorsal 
bou;ndary. a 
:Beak 11 The beak is glossy black. 
abbreviated, scarcely 
longer than one-half' the 
head length, quite high.; 11 
(:Brandt., s drawing shows a 
rather broad maxilla with 
a moderately rounded nail.) 
!• £.• taverneri (Del�our) 
31' 
82 
76 
400. 
1)1,
"••• a small, u.su.all.y'in­
eamplete white neck,r!Lntf ' 
often present • 1' 
" • • • bill short and. .high,._ 
at the base• b:at broad -· 
near the tip, with a ·sn.all 
rounded nail. 11
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color would be highly subjective, but it was observed that a number of 
the specimens of !• 9.• leucopareia which have undergone 11 foxing 1' very 
nearly approach in color these :Behring Island specimens. The :Behring 
Island specimens do have the high-bridged, tapering maxilla character­
istics. If these characteristics are considered sufficient evidence 
upon which to define a race, then it would seem proper to recognize the 
type specimen of 11- £• asiatica as non-typical and to redescribe the 
race to include its variability and also extend its range to include all 
of the Aleutian Islands. 
A po.rely quantitative method of categorizing the subspecies of 
Canad.a geese has not been devised. For the most part, this may be the 
result of a lack of knowledge concerning the variation in size and 
color to be included in any given race. As a consequence, in museum 
series, highly varied individuals may be included among the represent­
atives of a race purely on the basis of collection site. Considering 
the meagerness of knowledge concerning habitat requirements of the 
species on its breeding grounds, the migration pathways, and.the win­
tering grounds such a practice seems unrealistic. Certainly, the 
practice removes any possibility of a critical quantitative approach 
to categorizing the subspecies of the :Sranta canad.ensis complex. 
Other, a:Q.d possibly more important, reasons for the difficulties 
involved in quantitative analysis of this group are the clines in size 
and in color. The increase in size from north to sou.th and the increase 
in piginentation from east to west are features which have been recog­
nized in the discussio�s of subspecies by Aldrich (1946) and Delaeour 
(1951). Data presented in Figure 7 suggest that there may also be a 
elinal increase in size from the Aleutian Islands eastward along the 
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Arctic coast to the Qu.een Mawl Gulf area and opposing this a clinal in­
crease in size from Baffin Island westward along the Arctic coast. also 
terminating in the Queen Jlaud Gulf area. The emphasis given sul)species 
description by most au.thors has tended to project the image of a step­
cline when, in fact, the true piet'tll'e for the Bran.ta canad.ensis complex 
m91" be one of a non-uniform continu.wn for either of the characters of 
size or color. To the degree that the breeding range of this species 
CODij>lex is continuous and changing in character in a given direction 
it is possible that the individuals which inhabit the range may reflect 
this same continuous, yet changing pattern for a given speQies char­
acteristic. Such a phenomeno:m. is �mggested by the date gathered. in this 
study, in that it was impossible to assign a majority of the specimens 
to a recognize� subspecies. Jven the use of a system involving eight 
categories, more than twice the nwnber of recognized sabs:pecies of 
small Canad.a geese in the Central Fl,yway, does not fully resolve the 
problem of critical identification. Indeed, it is probable that no 
adequate explanation of the d.iTersity observed in the !ranta canad.ensis 
complex will be forthcoming until there is a critical survey of the 
.A.retie breeding grounds. Mu.ch that is at fault with the present clas­
sU'ieation of tbis species stems from the hiatus in knowledge created 
by inadequate or wholly nonexistent research on the relationships 
existing within the species complex in the only area it could conceiT­
ab� be studied as an entity, the Arctic. 
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The Jlyw9T Concept, the Life-form Concept,� Their Significance 
as Related to the Migration Rou.tes of the Small White­
eheeked Geese of the Central Flyw�. 
!he f� concept had. its formal �esentation by Frederick o.
Lincoln in 193,;. :eased. apon the analysis of thoasands of band recov­
eries from waterfowl Lincoln proposed fou,r major fJ.r'a.y systems and 
named them according to their regional association on the North American 
continent. The original illu.strati.ons (Lincoln, 19:,.5) were somewhat 
. 
"\ 
revised and presented later (Lincoln, 1950) in an overall discussion 
of bird migration reminiscent of the earlier work by Cooke (1906). 
L:tncola (19$0) state4 that, "··• the modern concept of a fJ.r'a.y is 
that it is a vast geographic region with extensive breeding groW1,ds 
and wintering grounds connected with each other by a more or less com­
plicated system of migration roates." As proposed, each f� has 
its own. population of birds which show broad overlapping on the breed­
ing groo.nds, but are essen.tiall.7 segregated daring the migration and 
wintering periods. 
Few objections have been raise4 as to the validity of this con­
cept insofar as waterfowl migration within the United States is con-
cern.e4 and it has formed the oasis of the zoning for waterfowl hunting 
regulations ad.opted b7 the u. s. Fish and Wildlife Service since 1948. 
Despite thi� general acceptt:1Z1ce, findings presented in this stud.7 weuld 
suggest that final verification of the fl.7Way concept mu.st await further 
eritical studies of migration routes on an infra-species basis.. On 
the whole, the small Canad.a geese of the central United. States may be 
eonsiderecl a Central Flyway popu.lation, but �o .do so requires some 
alteration of the pattern. proposed by �incoln. The sho�t�grass prairie 
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segment of this population fits the proposed flyway pattern rather ni-
eely. Conversely, there is practically no relationship between the 
breedi:rig grouds and the migration ro'1te of the tall-grass prairie seg­
ment of the small Canad.a goose pop'l!llation and the Oentral Flyway pattern 
proposed by Lincoln. The breeding gro�ds of the tall�grass_prairie 
small Canada geese .extend more tlla.n 1,000 miles eastward of the proposed 
breeding grounds for birds of the Central Flyway. That these geese, 
u.der ordinary eircumsfiances, perform the majorit;y_of their migration 
. . ' . · · 
. ., 
withi� the administrative boundaries of the Pentral F]Jway is perhaps 
more nearl,y an accident of political bomidari�es than any!: priori 
knewledge of their migrationre1;1u,l.ting from adherence to thef]Jway 
concept. Moreover, these small Canada geese of the tall-grass prairie 
apparently do not adhere str�ctl1 t� a single flywa,. _As was disou.ssei 
earlier, ad:yersE! CO!lditions in tile Central Fl,yway may cause these bird,s 
to perform a cond4erable portion of their migrati?p.in the :r,.orthern 
portion of t�e Mississippi Fl,wa1. 
�t wou.l.d be amiss to attempt to l"efute the flyw;ay concept on the 
basis of tlle ]Jligration roate of th:1,ES one segment of the :Bran.ta 
eanM,ensis complex, yet knowledge of'.this exeeptio�sho\lJ.d tem�r ac-. 
eeptanee ot the concept nntil it is certain that other, little known, 
or little st\'ldied populations dQ not display the s�e Pl:J.enomenon. 
Undenj,.ably, the fo�dation of the fl.7w81' concept ilJ based on a large 
number of recoveries, but this does not insure that, the l"ecove:ries 
are from a representative sample of the total population. The year-
• ' 
I .,' . J • 
b7-1ear banding of waterfowl_ at _ a si;igle favorable -.loeat ion will
often provide a p;cture of a narr9w� delineated migration roate • .  On
- . . ' ,· .. ·'.,!.. .. . . . . . 
the other hand, band returns from a less suitable site (number-wise)
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and one whi� also may suffer from a lack of band returns because the 
migration pattern does not coincide with areas of heavy hunting mey 
suggest, at best, a very sketo� route. In analysis it is tempting to 
regard the better-defined grou.p as representative whereas, realisti"'\' 
cally, each group may be deserving of e�ual reoog�ition, each being 
representative of a population segment. As the basis for a management 
plan, the Fl.ywey Concept has been u.sefu.l to the extent that :2,.t define111 
major areas of waterfowl banding and su.bsequ.ent waterfowl mortality. 
As a description of a natural phenomenon relating to species migra­
tion and in which each population segment, regardless of numbers, 
should be given equal recognition, the concept is imcomplete. Finally, 
and more importantly, the concept fails eom.pletely to provide a foun­
dation for the S7D,thesis of an explanation of migration routes. 
The life-form concept has evolved from the pioneer efforts of 
Raunkiaer (19;4) to develop a statistical design based on bud expo� 
sure which would demonstrate the morpho.logieal response of plant 
species, r�gardless of their taxonomic status, to a given meterologie 
environment. Later efforts were broader, emphasizing the total 
physiognomic aspect of the vegetation aad the morphologic response 
and relationships of the ind.igenou.s fauna, (Dice 19;1; Dansereau, 
1951; Harris, 1952; Horner, 1954). 
The relationship between life-form, in a physiogn.omic sense, and. 
avian distribution has been given special attention bJ Peterson (1942), 
:Breoher (1943), Aldrich (194)), a,nd more recently from a. very special 
aspect dealing with cultural artifacts, by Steble.r and Sehemnitz 
(19$.S) • .  These studies emphasized the importance of recognizing hab­
itat components, not as taxonomic entities, bat on the basis of the 
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reqntrements fulfilled for a given species. Stabler and Sohemnit1 (1955)
pointed ou.t that use of the life-form concept should facilitate the eom­
pa:rative stu.d.7 of habitat for those species inhabiting extensive ge­
ographic areas where habitat com;ponenils va:ry greatly taxonomically, but 
remain essentially the same in the physiognomic sen,e. This statement 
by the above authors 'bears particular $1gnificanee to the present etu.dy. 
The segments of the :Bran.ta cana.d.ensis complex migrating �d wintering 
in the oentrat Unit,d States undeniably have an extensive geographic 
range, extending from north of the Arctic Circle to south of the Tropic 
of Cancer and. in their travels, as a groap, covering more than two­
thirds of the North .American Continent. However, this huge geographic 
block does not represent continu.ous habitat. Within the boundar�es 
are large areas from which there are no records of the s�a1i Canada 
goose. This distribution clearly sµggests a degree of habitat speeif­
ici t1", as it sb,ou.ld if the concept of habitat is t_o be m�a.ningfu..l in 
an evolutionary context. 
The search for a common denominator_ which will expl�in the ob• 
setved distribution of the small Canad.a geese can be expected to trans­
cend a recognition and, diSCVJ.SSion. of plant species per ll.• As dis-
Qu.ssed in the section on migration routes �d wintering areas, small 
Canad.a geese of the sou.th central United States show a decided asso-
ciationwtth those areas offering a hi@:h degree of visibility, and a 
vegetation type pe�hapsbest characterized by the winter ,wheat pastures.
Comparison of observations of nia�or goose_congregation areas in the 
north-central_lJnitecl States and. the photog:raphs of areas Jm,own to be 
. : . . 
u.sed by mS,gra�ing geese, in Manitoba B;iVen ?'.>1 Scogga.:11. (19�7).shows 
that this sam• relationship e�ists. F�om the standpaint of natural 
vegetation, these areas of use cannot be properl7 referred to as either 
short-�rass or tall-grass prairie. In a p.bysiognomic sense their clos­
est counterpart woald appear to be the arctic tundra, also characterized 
as the 11 barren 11 (Porsild, 1935) • "meadows•• (Porsild, 19..5.5) and 1 su,b ... 
arctic prairies" (Raup, 1941) •. Ritchie (1959) mentioned.the occurrence 
of "meadows" and sedge....grass meadows", penetrating the su.barctic forest 
(taigia of Polunin, 19..55) of northern Manitoba. The detailed survey of 
Arctic flora by Polunin (194?) . showed the importance of grasses in the 
tundra regions and gleanil)8s from the reports of other Arctic workers 
such as Sutton (1932), Gavin (1947), Hanson, Q\ienea�, and S9ott (19..56)
and Soper (1940; 1946) s�gest association of small Canad.a geese with 
the areas in the tundra in which the gr�sses or grass-like forms are 
a dominant feature of the vegetation. From this literature it can be 
inferred that the areas of goose u.se in the Arctic.have an overall as­
pect, 1:>oth phy'siographically al).d pqsiognomicap,y, that is markedly 
similar to the areas in which small Canada geese are found in the cen­
tral United States. If the inference has validity then it seems prob­
aple that the distribution of th� small Canad.a geese is largely a 
matter of association with a �iven life-form., Further, and the point 
may-·be aca.d.emic 1 I would p��£ef tQ characteri!tie this association as 
the Barren Gro'tllld life-form, not emphasizing the climate becau.se this 
varies tremeI1.dou.sly within the total area of goose habitat, bat rather 
emphasizing the high degree of visibility and the sparseness of veg­
etation which appear to be common demoninators regard.less of the cli­
matic region in which the birds are found. 
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Migration Movements of the Small White-cheeked Geese 
in the Central United States. 
The migration of small Canada geese in the central United States 
has been discussed in the section on migration routes and wintering 
areas. It is perhaps most important here to reiterate that small Canada 
geese migrate south from the Al:-ctic breeding grounds via two relatively 
distinct routes. These routes, because of their spatial relationship 
to two .maJor vegetative associations, have been designated the tall­
grass prairie route and the short-grass prairie route. Present data 
suggest that the small Canada geese indigenous to t];le two routes are 
nearly discrete segmemts of the Branta canad.ensis complex and other than 
the possibility, of slight mingling.in the Victoria Island-Qu.een Maud 
Gulf area there is no overlapping of their ranges except on their win­
tering grounds on the Waggoner Ranch near Vernon, Texas. 
Available weather and census records are not sufficient in qu.an� 
tity or of the �riU,cal nature necessary to evaluate ilhe effect of 
weather on migration. There are supporting data to suggest t:P.at.during 
years of drought in the southern Great Plains the migration route of 
the small Canad.a geese in the tall�grass prairie may be shifted to the 
east well into_the Missouri River lalley as far south as Missouri. 
There is also the posl:iibility that many of the migrating flocks by-
pass or move quickly through areas in which they normally congregate 
because of reduced habitat resulting from drought conditions. 
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Population Status of the Small White-cheeked Geese 
in th,e Central United States. 
To the extent that past a.Jld present censu.s records are 1,1sable, the 
findings of this study indicate that the population of small Canad.a geese 
migrating and wintering in the tall-grass prairie i s as large or larger 
than it has ever been since census records have been maintained. Ap-
parent flaetu.ation in total popu.J,ation numbers appears to be primarily 
related to changes in weather with a subsequent effect pn small Canad.a 
goose habitat.· Reports concerning pop�ation numbers received from co­
operators in the short-grass prairie indicated that the small Canad.a 
geese of tliat route are in a no less favorable position. The total of 
small Canada geese wintering in the so�th central U�ited States follow­
ing;the g�ning .season is estimated to approach 170,000 birds. Of this 
residual lq.ntering population U is bel�eved that approximately 5$ per 
cent are birds of the tall-grasa prairie. 
The hQter kill data on small Canad.a geese migrating throagh cen"'." 
tral North .America are e.xtremel;r $rQss.and cannot be read.il7 subjected 
to analysis. The figtU"es presented s�est a rather high mcirtality, 
fro• hunting, �.o per cent ln the tall-grass prairie and 60.6 per 
cent in the short-grass prairie. To supp�rt this hunti� pressure and 
still provide the residual wintering population calculated ;fo� the 
sou.th central Untted States tor the period of this study would reqtiire 
apopu.lation leavi:ng the north via the sh.art-grass route in excees of 
19:,,000 birds and for the tall-grass prairie roate, a population in 
excess of 165,000 birds. If these figures are valid, then these two 
segments of the. :B;cyta qan�e.ns,is. comple,x appear to be in a relatively' 
secure position with a gene pool, possibly a common one, of sufficient 
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size to provide the re�aisite variability for continued adaptation to a 
constantl.1 ch�ing enviromnent. 
ORA?l'ER VII 
MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 
The management or judicious use of any species mast always be 
tempered by the realization that our ability to ascertain a tru.th, a 
fact, may be limited by the spatio¥temporal relationship with.in which 
we function. It may also be possible that the truths u.pon which man­
agement is to be strutured are transitory, in a temporal or in a 
spatial sense, even as the identity of a species is transitory in an 
evolutionary sense., No management program for an evolving resoUJ;"ee, 
therefore, can be considered finalo It mu.st include a cont:Lnu.ou.s 
evalu.at:ion of species relationships - their ecology, 
Species management generally is the u.ltima.te goal of present day 
wildlife researchers and managers. If this goal is to be realized, 
it is axiomatic that the species mu.'et be known. Systematics is the 
vital first step in the management of a species, therefore, for this 
is the means of establishing the identity of a species, not just as 
a generalized. whole, bu.t through the entire range of its variability. 
This study does little to clarify the taxonomic complexities of �ranta 
canadensis, but, perhaps more importantly, it does emphasize how 
meager is 0ur knowledge conce:rning the relationships existing among 
the segments of this species. 
From a management standpoint, identity of Canada geese :in the 
Central Flyway appears to be limited presently to a recognizable 
division of the species into two catagories which can be designated 
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large Canad.a geese and small Canad.a geese. Observations in the sou.the;rn 
migration and wintering areas clearly indicate that habitat requirements 
for these two groups tliff er eonsiderabl.J. Also, from what is known of 
distrib'lltion ef the two groups in the north, it would appear that dif­
ferences exist in habitat requirements in the. breeding areas. Small 
Canada geese seem to prefer feeding, resting, and roosting areas which 
offer a high degree of visibility. The minimwn field size acceptable 
to birds of t�i� grcn1p is not known. Possibl.J it varies with flock 
size, familia,rity with an area. availability of' food, and height and 
density of vegetation bordering a field. Small Canada geese were 
regu.larly observed in fields exceeding 100 acres in area and seldom 
seen in fields of less than fifty acres. Efficient use of refuge 
lancls w�uld surel.J be enhaneed by a critical study designed to estab­
lish minimum limits of field size required by both large and small 
Canada geeee. 
Also related to area use 'by Canada geese was the availa'bilit7 
and dispersal af fresh water. Shallow ponds located within the feed 
fields reoeived almost constant use by small Canada geese during day­
light hours. Often these ponds were intermittant, the result of 
precipitation runoff filling slight depressions in a field, and were 
available less than one week. During this short period of avail­
ability, their ase by geese was often so intense that all vegetation 
in a. twenty- or thirty foot perimeter was completel.J destro;red., When 
these shallow ponds were available, it appeared that some of the 
small Canada g•ese did not return to a more distant lake for the •id­
afternoon watering and rest ing periods. 
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Du.ring this study, both large and small Canad.a geese were observed. 
alweys to roost on watero U'su.ally, the small Canada geese were fou.nd 
on the open waters of large lake or bay areas offering a high degree of 
visibility0 Conversely, the large Caaad.a geese were often found on 
small ponds which, beeaase of brush and tree growth on the borders. 
offered only limited visibilityo Exceptions to these general observa­
tions occurred at the Waggoner Ranch, where small Canada geese were ob­
served to roost on relatively small ponds of twenty acres or less. 
However, in this latter situation a lack of borderi:ng vegetation allowed 
a high degree of visibilityo 
Small Canada geese appeared to prefer short, succlent, vegetation. 
Over most of the sou.thern portion of their migration, this type of 
vegetation is provided principally by cultivated green winter grains. 
In one instance. however, a heavily grazed .Bermu.da grass pasture was 
the preferred feeding area for nearly all of the flocks of geese on the 
Laguna Atascosa National Wildlife Refuge. If permanent grass pastures 
can be included in a management plan for geese, the savings obtained by 
curtailment of an ann:aal farming program are obvious. It is important 
that the pasture vegetation be short at the time migrating geese arrive. 
Small Canada geese were not observed on &'cy' lll'Jgrazed or lightly grazed 
pastures. It is probable that u.ngrazed pastures are unattractive to 
these small geese not only because of the modest a:rnomt of palatable 
food available• but also because the vegetation limits their visibility 
and offers an impediment to facile movement. 
Oar knowledge of the breeding habitat of the small Canada geese is 
limited, but it seems significant that the areas most used by small 
Canada geese in the southern migration and wintering areas are those 
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which.most closely resemble portions of the Arctic tundra. This should 
not be construed to mean that the habitat components are alike in a tax­
onomic sense, bat rather that they are alike in a pbysiognomic sense, 
that is, in their life-form characteristics. One approach to the man­
agement of small Canada geese in the Central Flyway, therefore, might be 
the creation of a tundra grasslands life-form on a number of refuges 
throughout the southern migration and wintering areas. 
This study has presented broadly the migration routes of small 
Canada geel!Je in_ the central United States. It is clearly shown that 
there are twc:i _ major routes, namely, one in. tall-grass prairie and the 
other in short-grass prairie o For the most part, the two routes are 
used. by separate populations. The habitat reqw.rements for these two 
popu.J.ations appear to be similar, and it� be that a common habitat 
development plan would su.ffiee for both. This is an area of interest .. 
where further study is definitely indicated. O� the other hand, their 
geographic distinctness dictates that each population must be con­
sidered separately insofar as harvest regulations are concerned. At 
J>resent, most hunting mortality occurs in. a relatively few areas •. It 
is possible that the development of additional areas of suitable 
habitat in. the Central Flyway wottl.d distribate this kill over a broader 
area and could., therefore, provide better regalation of the annual 
harvest. 
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SUMMARY 
Th.is study was initiated in 1957 a.s a result of the concern b7 tb.e 
United. States Fish and Wildlife Service and certain state agencies for 
an apparent decline in popu.lation numbers of small Canada geese cen­
sused during the fall migration at two important wildlife refuges in 
the Central Flywa,-. 
The purpose of the study w� to determine the present status and. 
trend of the migrating and wintering population of small white-cheeked 
geese in the south central United States; to determine the major roates 
traveled ill. migration; and to investigate the kinds and extent of attri­
tion among the small white-cheeked geese du.ring their residence in the 
sou.th central_ U:nited States. :Basic to the stu.dy was clarification of 
the species description and an analysis of its relationship to the 
variation in the species complex observed in the st\l.t'cy' area. 
Field stud,- was conducted primarily in Oklahoma and Texas from 
the fall of 19.S? through the spring of 1960. Visits were also made to 
ether areas in the Central F17Way having a history of use by- Oanada 
geese, and to museums having collections of Canad.a geese. 
!fhe results of the study are swnmarized. as follows: 
1 • .Among the recognized subspecies only I• ..s!.• minima oan be differen­
tiated from all other su.bspecies by criteria presently used. All 
other considered subspecies of the Branta canadensis complex show a.n 
overlap of measveme:nts which would. snggest a lack of su.bspecific 
identity. Of the five criteria most used; culmen length, tail length, 
wing chord, tarsus length, and middle toe length, the meastll'ement of 
the eulme:m. appears te provide the best index for separating the species 
complex. The measurement of the tail is least useful for this purpose. 
A small a.mount of data suggest that measurement of the maxilla (chord of 
the tomiwn) 1181' be a more reliable measurement for defining subspecifie 
units and at_!he same time provide a more stable criterion f0r eompariSGn 
of measurements of birds in the field and mu.sewn specimens. 
2. It is shown that use of a maxilla height: eu.lmen length ratio ¥111
satisfactorily differentiate between large Canada geese and small Canada 
geese except for a group found in migration in the short-grass prairie 
rou.te. This groap is considered. by some aathorities to be!, • .!.• parvipep, 
bat d.ata presented. suggest that !• .J,. parvipes is indigenous to the tall­
grass prairie route and 11here is little liklihood tha:t the two ferm.s are 
members of the same race. 
3. Bata are presentei suggesting a clinal increase in the size of small
Canad.a geese from Alaska east to the Q,n.e:en M$..t1d. Gulf alang the Arctie 
coast and eonversel7 a clinal increase in the size of small Canad.a geese 
from :Baffin. Island west to the Q,u.een Mawi Gulf. 
4. Although variation in size and eolor in the small Canad.a geese is ex­
treme it was found that about 80 to as per cent of the birds rumdled. 
could be separated into eight categories •. The relationship between these 
eategories and recognized subspecies is discussed and their distribution 
in the soath central United States is given. 
5. Small Can.ad.a geese migrate through. the central North .American. contin­
ent via two relatively discrete routes, .the tall-grass prairie route and the 
short-grass prairie route. The extent of these routes is discussed 
1.5) 
as well as th.e eeolegic relationships which determine the distribu..tion 
of geese within the boundaries of a route. The major features common 
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to both routes were water, topography offering a high degree of visibil­
it7, and short, sucet11ent vegetation. The effect of molestation, result-­
ing from hunting pressure, on distribution is also discussed • .  Band re­
turn data show that the majority of band returns come from a relatively 
few areas and a series of charts and tables for the states contributing 
the major amount of small Canada goose kill are given. 
6. Within the sou.th central trn.ited States there ie one area where
small Canad.a geese from the two major migration routes co-mingle. An 
estimate of the proportions of small Canada geese from each of the 
roa.tes involved. in this area of co-minei:ling is given. 
7. The number of small Oanad.a geese censu.sed at various areas within
the SGu.th central United States appeared to be correlated with major 
weather changes. In general, the numbers declined during periods of 
drought anti. increased. during years of abundant moisture. A small amount 
of data suggested that much of the prairie pop111ation of small Canada 
geese may shift eastward. into the Mississippi Flpa.y- during extended 
periods of drought and also that if drought conditions extended to the 
Texas Ooast larger than normal numbers of small Canada geese wintered 
along the Coast of Mexico. 
a. Generall.1', small Canada geese were the first arrivals on refuges
within the south central Tlnited States. The pattern of first ar­
rivals, the first major in.flu, and the peak migration period for sta­
tions in 'bh.e south central U'nited States showed little correlation 
with recorded weather patterns. Drought period.sand periods of abu.n­
ian.t moisture appeared to have little effect on first arrival dates 
or periods of greatest influx. �owever, drought and alnu1.dant moisture, 
as expressed in habitat differences, had. marked effects on the popu.la­
tion build-up on a given refuge. 
9. Daring the period of this study the nwnbers of small Canada geese
in the tall-grass prairie route appeared to remain relativel.T stable. 
Reports from the short-grass prairie route indicated the numbers of 
geese might be increasing slightly. Using the 1959�1960 season as a 
comparative base it was estimated that there were about 168.596 small 
Canad.a geese wintering in. the. s.outh central Vnited $bates, 92,456 in 
the tall-grass prairie rou.te e:ne, 76,J.40 in the short-grass prairie 
.route. :Based on ealeu.lations the total kill of small, Canada geese in 
the Central United States and Canada was approximately 189,682, 
;2,,;66 in the taJ.1-gra.ss prairie route and 117 .116 in the short-grass 
prairie reute. To maintain stability- would require an annual !,.nere­
ment of 60.6 pe;r cent in. the short-grass prairie• "4.o per cent in the 
tall-grass prairie, and .52.9 per oent in the Oe:ntraJ. F� as a whole. 
10. Age ratio data. obtained. from .hunter-kill sources appeared to be
'biased i:m. :favor of large nwn'bers of i:mmatve 'birds. Data obtained 
from trapping mau be biased. ill. :favor of either age class depending on 
eireum.sbances involved in the trapping effort. A technique whereby 
age claues were differentiated by field 0bservation appeared to offer 
the best solution for obtaining gnbiased samples. 
ljJ 
11. 01,servations in this stua, in<lieat.ed. that sources of attrition
other than. hunting were insignificant hsofa.r as losse.s to the pop-­
u.lation of small white-eaeek:ed geese of the Hu.th central United States 
during the migration and wintering periods we.re concerned. 
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APPENDIX I - 1 
Approximate locations of recoveries from geese banded at 
Sand Lake National Wildlife Refuge, Columbia, South Dakota. 
Recoveries are from the years 1951-1959, inclusive. 
1 
> 
\ ' 
I 
APPENDIX I - 2 
Approximate locations of recoveries from geese banded at 
Salt Plains, Tishomingo, and Aransas National Wildlife Refuges 
which are located at Jet, Oklahoma, Tishomingo, Oklahoma, and 
Austwell, Texas, respectively. Recoveries are from the years 
1957-1960, inclusive. 
e Salt Plains N.W.R .. 
� Tishomingo N.W.R. 
• .Aransas N. W.R .
170 
'" 
171 
APPENDIX I - J 
Approximate locations of recoveries from geese banded at 
TwQ :But.tee State .. Game Refuge, Springfield• Colorado. Recoveries 
are from the years 1951-19.$9, inclo.sive. 
' \ 
"~~ 
"i;'._''i.\: 
iv 
' '" 
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APPENDIX I - 4 
Approximate locations of recoveries from geese banded at 
the Waggoner Ranch, Vernon, Texas. Recoveries are fro� the 
years 1955-1959, inclusive. 
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